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The proportion of power attributable to wind generation has grown significantly in the
last two decades. System impact studies such as load flow studies and short circuit studies,
are important for planning before integration of any new wind generation into the exist-
ing power grid. Short circuit modelling is central in these planning studies to determine
protective relay settings, protection coordination, and equipment ratings.
Numerous factors, such as low voltage situations, power electronic switching, control
actions, sub-synchronous oscillations, etc., influence the response of wind farms to short
circuit conditions, and that makes short circuit modelling of wind farms an interesting,
complex, and challenging task. Power electronics-based converters are very common in wind
power plants, enabling the plant to operate at a wide range of wind speeds and provide
reactive power support without disconnection from the grid during low voltage scenarios.
This has led to the growth of Type 3 (with rotor side converter) and Type 4 (with stator
side full converter) wind generators, in which power electronics-based converters and controls
are an integral part. The power electronics in these generators are proprietary in nature,
which makes it difficult to obtain the necessary information from the manufacturer to model
them accurately in planning studies for conditions such as those found during faults or low
voltage ride through (LVRT) periods. The use of power electronic controllers also has led to
phenomena such as sub-synchronous control interactions in series compensated Type 3 wind
farms, which are characterized by non-fundamental frequency oscillations.
The above factors have led to the need to develop generic models for wind farms that can
be used in studies by planners and protection engineers. The current practice for short circuit
modelling of wind farms in the power industry is to utilize transient stability programs based
on either simplified electromechanical fundamental frequency models or detailed electromag-
netic time domain models. The fundamental frequency models are incapable of representing
the majority of critical wind generator fault characteristics, such as during power electronic
switching conditions and sub-synchronous interactions. The detailed time domain models,
though accurate, demand high levels of computation and modelling expertise. A simple yet
ii
accurate modelling methodology for wind generators that does not require resorting to fun-
damental frequency based simplifications or time domain type simulations is the basis for
this research work.
This research work develops an average value model and a dynamic phasor model of a
Type 3 DFIG wind farm. The average value model replaces the switches and associated
phenomena by equivalent current and voltage sources. The dynamic phasor model is based
on generalized averaging theory, where the system variables are represented as time varying
Fourier coefficients known as dynamic phasors. The two types models provide a generic
type model and achieve a middle ground between conventional electromechanical models
and the cumbersome electromagnetic time domain models. The dynamic phasor model
enables the user to consider each harmonic component individually; this selective view of
the components of the system response is not achievable in conventional electromagnetic
transient simulations. Only the appropriate dynamic phasors are selected for the required
fault behaviour to be represented, providing greater computational efficiency than detailed
time domain simulations. A detailed electromagnetic transient (EMT) simulation model is
also developed in this thesis using a real-time digital simulator (RTDS). The results obtained
with the average value model and the dynamic phasor model are validated with an accurate
electromagnetic simulation model and some state-of-the-art industrial schemes: a voltage
behind transient reactance model, an analytical expression model, and a voltage dependent
current source model.
The proposed RTDS models include the effect of change of flux during faulted conditions
in the wind generator during abnormal system conditions instead of incorrectly assuming
it is a constant. This was not investigated in previous studies carried out in the real-time
simulations laboratory at the University of Saskatchewan or in various publications reported
in the literature. The most commonly used LVRT topologies, such as rotor side crowbar
circuit, DC-link protection scheme, and series dynamic braking resistance (SDBR) in rotor
and stator circuits, are investigated in the short circuit studies. The RTDS model developed
uses a multi-mass (three-mass) model of the mechanical drive train instead of a simple
single-mass model to represent torsional dynamics. The single mass model considers the
iii
blade inertia, the turbine hub, and the generator as a single lumped mass and so cannot
reproduce the torsional behaviour.
The root cause of sub-synchronous frequencies in Type 3 wind generators is not well-
understood by system planners and protection engineers. Some literature reports it is self
excitation while others report it is due to sub-synchronous control inter-actions. One pub-
lication in the stability literature reports on a small signal analysis study aimed at finding
the root cause of the problem, and a similar type of analysis was performed in this thesis.
A linearized model was developed, which includes the generator model, a three mass drive
train, rotor side converter, and the grid side converter represented as a constant voltage
source. The linear model analysis showed that the sub-synchronous oscillations are due to
control interactions between the rotor side controller of the Type 3 wind power plant and
the series capacitor in the transmission line. The rotor side controls were tuned to obtain a
stable response at higher levels of compensation.
A real-time simulation model of a 450 MW Type 3 wind farm consisting of 150 units
transmitting power via 345 kV transmission line was developed on the RTDS. The dynamic
phasor method is shown to be accurate for representing faults at the point of interconnection
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The proportion of installed renewable energy sources in the electric power system has
increased significantly in the past decade. The most popular renewable energy technologies
are wind power, photovoltaics, hydro power, and biomass. As of 2013, fossil fuels provided
just over 78% of the world’s energy and renewable energy about 19% (Figure 1.1). From
2010-2015, generation from wind power and solar photovoltaics grew at annual average rates
of 17 and 42%, respectively, which are very high compared to growth rates for fossil fuel
power generation for the same period [1].
Fiscal incentives to customers from governments have also contributed to the significant
increase of renewable power. For instance, a new energy agreement was reached in Denmark
in March 2012 that contains initiatives to bring Denmark closer to a target of 100 percent
renewable energy in the energy and transport sector by 2050. Ontario’s Green Energy and
Green Economy Act of 2009 established a feed-in-tariff program that offers payments for re-
newable energy power generation above market prices [2]. The South Australian government
has granted final approval to build the Port Augusta Renewable Energy Park with 375 MW
capacity [3].
Large integration of renewable sources into the grid also results in a number of operating
challenges, such as increased fault current levels, subsynchronous oscillations, voltage stabil-
ity issues, power quality issues, etc. Hence, accurate models for the renewables are necessary
to assess system impact and make the necessary updates or changes in the system.
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Figure 1.1: Renewable energy contribution to global power production, 2013
1.2 Wind Power
1.2.1 Growth of Wind Power Generation
Last decade has seen a tremendous growth in Wind Power Plants (WPP) in Canada
and rest of the world. Figure 1.2 shows the growth from 2000 to 2015 [1]. Global wind
power capacity 2015 ending was approximately 433 GW, with the largest capacity addition of
approximately 64 GW happening in 2015. Figure 1.3 shows the installed wind power numbers
in different regions of the world up by the end of 2014 and in 2015. This growth trend will
continue with many countries setting targets to increase the wind energy contribution to
20% by 2020.
Figure 1.4 shows the Canada’s wind power capacity from 2000 to 2015. Canada’s wind
power capacity by 2015 was 11,205 MW with addition of 1,506 MW in 2015. Today, wind
energy supplies approximately 5 % of Canada’s electricity demand. The wind energy industry
in Canada is growing with an average annual growth rate of 23 % [4].
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Figure 1.2: Growth of wind power installed capacity from 2000 to 2015(GW)
Wind is an intermittent source of power with a low capacity factor (the amount of
output a power plant produces divided by the amount it would have produced, had it been
in operation 24 hours/day, 365 days/year) of 20 to 40% [5]. It is clear that the wind market
will keep increasing steadily and thus keep propelling the wind power generation technology
to more advanced levels. Wind turbine generators are classified into four types based on
the control strategies that are used to deal with wind variability, namely Type 1 (Squirrel
cage induction generator), Type 2 (Wound rotor induction generator), Type 3 (Doubly fed
induction generator), and Type 4 (Full converter based wind generator).
Type 3 wind turbine generators have gained the highest popularity among the different
types with respect to market penetration [6]. Figure 1.5 shows the global trend in market
penetration of the four types of wind generators [7]. Type 3 wind generator technology has
been and continues to be the most installed type among the four wind generator types. This




























































































Figure 1.4: Canada’s wind power installed capacity from 2000 to 2015(MW)
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Figure 1.5: Trend in market penetration of different types of wind generators
1.2.2 Short Circuit modelling of Wind Generators and Challenges
As mentioned earlier, interconnection of wind power plants to the power grid results
in protection issues. It is important to understand the short-circuit behaviour in order to
develop adequate protection systems that will make the system safer and easy to operate.
Short-circuit studies allow protection engineers to selectively determine which circuit breaker
ratings, relay settings, and protection methods to adopt for a particular section of the power
system. The reliability of relay settings depends on the accuracy of the short circuit models.
Hence proper models for wind generators are very important.
The short-circuit behaviour of Type 1 ( Squirrel cage induction generator) and Type 2
(Wound rotor induction generator) depends upon the physical characteristics(transient and
subtransient impedances) of the WTGs and is therefore well understood [8]. On the other
hand, Type 3 WTGs have much more complex fault current behaviours and pose difficulties
in modelling due to various types of converter controls used in these generators. The short
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circuit behaviour of a Type 3 wind generator is more complex than even the Type 4 wind
generators (full-converter types), as the full power converter in the latter means that the
fault current is limited by the rating of the converter [9].
Various types of Low voltage ride through (LVRT) configurations and control schemes
used for the converters, contribute to the increased complexity of modelling Type 3 wind
generators. Series compensation of transmission lines to deliver more power from remote
high wind locations to load centers has also led to resonance/control interactions that affect
the short circuit behaviour of wind farms, particularly the Type 3 wind farm [10]. The
proprietary nature of information for these generators also makes it quite difficult to obtain
this information from manufacturers.
The focus of this thesis is to develop a simplified short circuit model of wind generators
(especially Type 3 wind generator) using purely the name plate details of the converters
and standard type of dq controls. The model does not need depend on the exact internals
of the wind generator systems. The model could be used by protection engineers to design
protection and control settings for wind farms without the need to model the wind farm in
detail. Various short circuit modelling techniques have been developed and utilized to model
the short circuit behaviour of the different types of wind generators. The choice of the appro-
priate modelling technique for a particular wind generator depends on the extent to which
that technique can accurately represent the complexities unique to that wind generator.
Common practice is to model wind generators with fundamental frequency synchronous
generator equivalents. This is a simplified method of modelling the wind farm’s behaviour
and does not ensure a high level of accuracy. Due to power electronic converters employed in
the energy conversion systems of wind generators, it is very difficult to accurately represent
short circuit behaviour with these fundamental frequency representations.
Electromagnetic transient (EMT) modelling, which uses small time-step time domain
dq0 differential equations, is used as a benchmark model to validate the modelling tech-
niques discussed in this thesis. With electromagnetic transient modelling all the associated
frequency components could be captured. EMT modelling is highly accurate and detailed,
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but is cumbersome for modelling large and complex systems, such as a Type 3 wind farm
consisting of multiple wind generators, and is computationally demanding.
Developing a model that includes different frequency behaviours, is fast and is not cum-
bersome as the detailed EMT model is crucial for the studies. Simplifying the modelling
of power systems yet retaining the essential system characteristics based on the purpose of
the study in hand [11–13] is needed. This calls for developing a middle ground between the
detailed EMT and fundamental frequency models; which is the main focus of the modelling
technique proposed in this research work.
1.3 Literature Review
1.3.1 Type 1 and Type 2 Generators
The standard techniques proposed in the literature to model the short circuit behaviour
of Type 1 and Type 2 wind generators are summarized here:
1.3.1.1 Type 1 Wind Generator
The first generation of wind turbine generators was Type 1 wind generators based on
a squirrel cage induction generator [14]. It used blade pitch angle control for the control
mechanism. Type 1 has the advantage of mechanical simplicity, high efficiency, and low
maintenance requirements [7].
Induction machines result in significant fault current contributions and the fault current
contribution due to induction machines can be characterized by performing a series of tests
[15]. The typical fault behaviour of an induction machine can be described in terms of the
symmetrical and DC components present in the stator fault current. The DC component
also is a significant part of the fault current and needs to be accounted for in modelling [15].
The instantaneous peak fault current after the fault is the most important quantity to be
obtained, as this determines the rating of the protective relaying [16]. An expression for the
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short circuit current as a function of rotor and stator time constants is derived and compared
with the results from tests on real induction machines, indicating that the model provides
adequate representation. A similar approach is described in [17] where the short circuit
contribution is derived in the form of an analytical expression for an induction machine.
In [18] and [19], the analytical expression modelling is used for short circuit modelling of
Type 1 wind generators. These works show that the short circuit current of a Type 1
wind generator can be accurately obtained from the analytical expression of the stator fault
current.
A technique based on voltage behind transient reactance (VBR) representation is pre-
sented in [20] to model the short circuit behaviour for symmetrical and unsymmetrical fault
conditions. The modelling is based on developing a VBR representation by using sequence
component networks and solving for the fault current at the inception of the fault. The
results are verified against an EMT simulation model of the test system and show a high
level of accuracy for the Type 1 wind generator.
1.3.1.2 Type 2 Wind Generator
The Type 2 wind generator utilizes a wound rotor induction generator (WRIG) with a
variable resistance in the rotor [21]. Though in Type 2 wind generator power is dissipated
as losses in the external resistance, it provides an improved operating speed range compared
to the Type 1 wind generator configuration.
In [22] and [23], the short circuit behaviour of a Type 2 wind generator and important
issue of equivalencing of the wind farm collector system are discussed. The external rotor
resistance value affects the damping of the short circuit current, with higher rotor resistance
contributing to more damping. Further, a Type 2 wind farm model is developed both
with and without inclusion of the impedances of the cables connecting the individual wind
generators to the main transformer at the substation and the fault behaviour observed. The
cable impedances can be completely neglected for external short circuit studies on Type 2
wind farms for faults outside the wind farm. However, this is not true for faults within the
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wind farm where cable impedances needs to be considered.
1.3.2 Type 3 Wind Generators
1.3.2.1 modelling Issues
Type 3 wind generators also consist of a wound rotor induction generator; however,
the rotor winding is connected to the stator side with a bi-directional back-to-back voltage
source converter (VSC). Various works have been reported in the recent literature discussing
the modelling complexities of Type 3 wind generators with the objective to simplify their
representation yet not compromise the accuracy of the model.
A wind farm typically consists of several wind turbine generators arranged in a manner
to maximize wind capture and connected to the main substation through cables forming
the collector system. The wind generators are mostly the same type within a wind farm;
however, the length of the cables from each unit to the common point of coupling may vary.
This is an important consideration not only for studying the transient behaviour of Type 3
wind farms but also for all other wind farms in general. The recent trend has been towards
an aggregated model for assessing the transient behaviour of a wind farm as a whole for
grid-side studies for the purpose of simplifcation and simulation speed as long as the internal
wind farm characteristics are captured accurately.
References [24], [25] and [26] discuss the impact of aggregating all of the wind turbine
generators in a Type 3 wind farm and representation of their collective behaviour by a single
equivalent generator. It is assumed in these studies that all of the generators in the wind
farm are of the same type and that all of the wind turbines see the same wind speed [27]. It
is also assumed that all units in the wind farm trip for a fault outside it, whereas in reality
not all of the units would trip.
Reference [28] discusses a dynamic equivalent model for large-scale wind power plants
based on an aggregation technique. The authors tested the developed aggregated model
against the original large-scale wind power plant and concluded that the aggregated model
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has identical dynamic performance and the same effects on power system dynamics as a
original wind power plant.
The above works conclude that, with the assumptions, the aggregated model still provides
a good representation of the performance of the wind farm for faults outside the wind farm
but is not as accurate for faults inside the wind farm. For the research discussed in this
thesis, an aggregated model of the Type 3 wind farm is used for the purpose of grid-side
fault studies to represent the collective behaviour [29].
Flux Decrement:
Reference [30] discusses flux decrement effect in the context of synchronous generators
and the same context applies for induction generators. The flux linking the rotor is constant
in steady state condition but when a fault occurs, the flux linking the rotor is no more
constant, and starts decaying. For accurate modelling of the induction generator, this effect
needs to be taken into consideration.
LVRT Requirements:
The low voltage ride-through (LVRT) requirement is another important consideration
to avoid significant loss of wind power in the event of grid side faults. In the past, wind
turbines were only required to disconnect from the grid when a grid fault was detected where
the conventional generation units would provide the voltage support. However, with the
increased capacity of wind power in the power system over the years, such a disconnection of
wind turbines could generate problems in the control of frequency and voltage in the system,
and in worst case would result in system voltage collapse. The increased penetration of wind
energy into the power system over the last decade has therefore led to serious concerns about
its influence on the dynamic behaviour of the power system. It has resulted in the power
system operators revising the LVRT requirements in several countries [31].
LVRT requirements defined by utilities make it necessary for wind farms to stay con-
nected to the grid and support the system for normally cleared disturbances [32], [24]. This
is necessary to enable more integration of wind energy into the existing grid and for wind
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generators to support the voltage and frequency of the grid during and immediately fol-
lowing grid failure due to faults. In [33], a comparative overview and analysis of the main
requirements had been conducted, comprising several national and regional codes from many
countries where high wind penetration levels have been achieved or expected in the future.
The objectives of these requirements is to provide wind farms with the control and regulation
capabilities encountered in conventional power plants and necessary for the safe, reliable and
economic operation of the system.
Low voltages due to faults/disturbances cause a rise in the stator current of the wind
generator and also lead to high rotor current through induction. If the wind generator
must stay connected to the grid, a mechanism has to be provided to by-pass this high rotor
current and prevent damage of the rotor side power electronic circuits. This is done via
crowbar circuits, which give the wind generators the ability to stay connected to the grid
during voltage dips [34]. Reference [34] describes a dq0 model for the Type 3 wind generator
where the short circuit behaviour is discussed with and without the crowbar circuit in place.
The crowbar activation could result in problems: when the rotor side converter (RSC) is
disconnected it may lead to loss of controllability of DFIG during fault condition [35].
Reference [36] proposes a new converter protection method, primarily based on a series
dynamic braking resistor (SDBR) that prevents the doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG)
control being disabled by crowbar protection during fault conditions. The purpose of an
SDBR is to avoid the frequent use of crowbar short circuit and is inserted in rotor circuit to
maximize the operation time of the RSC. However, this configuration does not control the
magnitude of stator current during fault condition.
The research work described in this thesis examines different topologies for enhancement
of LVRT capability. The SDBR is placed in stator circuit and the result is compared with
results from other schemes. Merits and drawbacks of different topologies are mentioned as
well.
Multi-mass model of Drive Train system:
Since the wind turbine consists of number of masses, the mechanical system of a gen-
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eration units has number of natural frequencies. A system disturbance excites the natural
modes in both the electrical and mechanical systems. Thus the mechanical torque in the
turbine-shaft system consists of its natural frequencies where as the electromagnetic torque
produced by the armature currents consist of the sub-synchronous frequency components
corresponding to the network resonances. If the frequency of the induced sub-synchronous
electromagnetic torque is close to one of the natural frequencies of the turbine-generator
shaft system, the electrical system oscillations will sustain or grow the mechanical system
oscillations. This phenomena is known as torsional interaction. The single mass model are
usually used in many studies and assume blade inertia-turbine hub-generator as a single
lumped mass. Although simple, this single mass model is not capable of showing torsional
oscillations of wind generator. The three mass model is used in this thesis to consider
potential torsional interactions, if any.
Sub-synchronous Control Interactions:
Large-scale integration of wind farms in the transmission networks has led to several chal-
lenges. One of the challenges is the need for substantial upgrading of grid transmission infras-
tructures including the construction of new transmission lines to accommodate the increased
power flow from the wind plants. It is well known that series compensation is an effective
means of enhancing the power transfer capability of existing transmission lines. Hence, it is
being increasingly considered for integrating large wind generation plants. The presence of
series capacitors in the line may also potentially cause sub-synchronous resonance (SSR) in
induction generator based wind turbine generators [37–39]. Reference [10] shows that un-
damped sub-synchronous oscillations, termed sub-synchronous control interactions (SSCI),
could potentially occur in Type 3 wind turbine generators with power electronic convert-
ers and controls that operate near series compensated transmission lines. Sub-synchronous
control interactions (SSCI) are mainly due to the interactions between DFIG wind turbine
controllers and the series compensated transmission line, to which the wind farm is con-
nected [40], [41].
Unlike other known sub-synchronous resonance (SSR) types [42–45], the SSCI does not
have a well-defined frequency range due to the fact that the frequency of oscillations in
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SSCI depends not only on the configuration of the series compensated transmission line and
induction generator parameters, but also on the wind turbine controller configuration and
parameters [6], [7]. Moreover, the oscillations caused by the SSCI may grow faster compared
to other SSR types, since the undamped oscillation in SSCI completely depends on the
electrical and controller interactions, which have a smaller time constant.
Reference [46] investigated the interactions in multi infeed highvoltage dc(HVDC) system.
Multi-infeed HVDC interactions were analyzed by using the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
obtained from the linearized state-space model. Small signal analysis technique was used
to study the interactions. This paper shows the importance of conducting a small-signal
interaction study for any system consisting of power electronic converters.
An analysis of sub-synchronous interactions in a series compensated Type 3 wind farm
is explained in [47], [48] in order to identify the cause of the interactions. References [49],
[50] and [51] describe various techniques to identify the frequency of the sub-synchronous
interactions and also the elements in the system causing them. The analytical method of
frequency scanning, where the driving point impedance over the frequency range of interest
is calculated looking into the system from the generator terminals is utilized in this thesis.
Reference [52] uses eigenvalue analysis to detect unstable sub-synchronous mode and
proposed an optimal controller for damping SSCI. In [47], it is shown that SSCI is very
sensitive to the inner current controllers of the RSC and an observed state feedback controller
for SSCI damping is proposed. Other works to mitigate Type 3 wind farm sub-synchronous
control interaction issues are discussed in references [40], [53], [54], and [55].
The above works clearly show the attention SSCI phenomena has gained in the research
community and the practical relevance to the industry. The research described in this thesis
shows the sub-synchronous oscillations (due to SSCI) distort the fault current waveforms
and severely impact the short circuit current levels of Type 3 wind farms. This thesis also
using small-signal analysis identify the factors which cause SSCI.
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1.3.2.2 modelling Methods
Voltage behind Transient Reactance (VBR):
This method is based on modelling the wind generator as a Voltage source behind the
transient reactance circuit to represent its short circuit behaviour. In this method, the
sequence component networks are used as the basis for calculating the parameters of the
VBR representation from which the short circuit current value at the inception of the fault
can be calculated. The basis for this representation is that the generator’s rotor flux remains
relatively unchanged for a short duration immediately after a fault occurs, which allows
the fault current to be calculated using basic circuit theory with the stator windings short-
circuited [20].
Analytical Expression Representation:
In this type of methods, the fault current contribution of a conventional induction ma-
chine is expressed in terms of an analytical expression for the short circuit current. An
analytical expression based approach for a Type 3 wind generator with crowbar protection is
explained in [17]. Even though this approach includes the crowbar resistance in calculating
the short circuit contribution of the Type 3 wind generator, it does not include LVRT based
protection. This leads to the assumption that the crowbar is activated throughout the fault
duration. It also does not include non- fundamental frequencies as part of the modelling,
which means the approach is limited to representing balanced faults.
Voltage Dependent Current Source:
This type of modelling method is a black-box type approach provided by some manufac-
turer’s and are useful for system planners for fault studies. It is capable of generating short
circuit current characteristics in the form of upper and lower envelopes of fault currents. A
voltage dependent current source model is developed in [9] to represent Type 3 and Type 4
wind generator short circuit behaviours. The accuracy of this model depends on the level of
accuracy of the model used to obtain the fault current envelopes. A detailed EMT model is
used in this case to obtain the fault current values. Thus, this method is not a standalone
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model, as it requires the short circuit current values to be obtained from detailed EMT
models or from the wind generator manufacturer, and does not give insight into phenomena
such as crowbar activation or sub-synchronous behaviour.
WECC Working Group Generic Models:
The WECC working group on “Dynamic Performance of Wind Power Generation” and
the IEEE working group on “Dynamic Performance of Wind Power Generation” jointly
published a report “Description and Technical Specifications for Generic WTG Models- A
Status Report” [56] in 2011. These models were referred to at that time as “first generation
generic” WTG models. Although these developments represented a significant improvement
on modelling capabilities of WTGs, the conditions in which the first generation WTG mod-
els were created were far from ideal [57]. The four prototype generic WTG models were
developed by simplifying a detailed transient stability model. The generic Type 3 WTG
was developed using as basis a GE’s WTG model. The model consisted of four components:
generator/converter, converter control, wind turbine and pitch control. Type 3 genera-
tor/converter eliminated the flux dynamics and some other simplifications were made to the
GE model, such as elimination of active power control block. The models described in the
report were not suitable to study varying wind conditions and were not designed for use in
simulation studies that involved severe frequency excursions. Also the report [56] concluded
that as additional information becomes available, the first generation WTG models, espe-
cially Type 3 and Type 4 WTG need to be updated. After publication of [56], additional
information from different manufacturers became available and the working group developed
the second generation of Type 3 and Type 4 generic WTGs, which was reported in [58] in
2013.
The WECC Renewable Energy modelling Task Force again published “Generic Wind
Turbine Generator Models for WECC- A Second Status Report” [57] in 2015. The “second
generation” models for Type 3 and Type 4 WTG utilized a modular approach. The models
consisted of small modules which allowed for the representation of different plant topologies
and to facilitate updating individual model components easily as new methods/technologies
are developed and/or new information becomes available. Second generation generic Type 3
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WTG has essentially seven modules: Generator/Converter, Electrical Control, Aerodynamic
Conversion, Pitch Controller, Drive-Train, Torque Controller and Plant level Controller. One
notable thing was the inclusion of both active power and reactive power controls in second
generation. Other than the modular structure of WTG in second generation models, there
were no changes made in the multimass model of the generator and turbine. Both first
and second generation of WTG generic models used either a single lumped mass or a two
mass model. As discussed earlier in the thesis, to capture the torsional oscillation behaviour
in wind energy system, the proposed research utilizes a three mass model. Researchers
at University of Manitoba also used a three mass model for Type 3 WTG for stability
studies [48].
Average Value Model (AVM):
The average value model replaces the switches and associated phenomenon by equivalent
current and voltage sources. Reference [59] discusses Average value models (AVMs) for power
electronics converter and its dynamic performance. Detailed modelling of IGBT valves in
EMT type programs use small integration time-steps to accurately represent fast switching
events. The computational burden introduced by such detailed models highlights the need to
develop more efficient models that provide similar dynamic response. These simplified mod-
els, also known as average-value models, replicate the average response of switching devices,
converters and controls by using controlled sources and switching or averaged functions.
AVM can be utilized to model power converter used in wind generators.
Reference [60] utilizes AVM of Type 3 wind farms to analyze the response of conven-
tional line protection scheme and the supervisory elements associated with the farms. Type
3 generator controllers try to regulate the phase currents which limits the unbalance cur-
rent during fault leading to insignificant current contribution from generator. No sensitive
analysis with respect to generator controller is carried out but authors conclude that the
protection and supervision schemes may face sensitivity issues with controllers. It is also
concluded that fault selection didn’t perform very well.
Reference [61] describes the basic voltage and flux linkage equations of an induction
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machine. It further transforms the equations to the dq0 reference frame and describes a
model that can be used to represent balanced and unbalanced conditions. The transformation
to the dq0 reference frame helps eliminate the time varying coefficients that appear in the
voltage equations due to mutual inductances and vary as a function of rotor angle. These
equations in the dq0 reference frame are used as a basis to develop the EMT model of the
generator used in the test system in this thesis.
Though capable of representing balanced fault conditions fairly accurately, fundamental
frequency simplifications are viewed as non-inclusive of other essential non-fundamental fre-
quency components required to represent sub-synchronous interactions, such as in the case
of Type 3 wind farms. Detailed EMT models based on dq0 equations of the machine are h
capable of representing the short circuit behaviour of a Type 3 wind farm. However, they
are computationally demanding as they include all of the frequency components and also
provide little insight into control interactions. Also, developing a detailed EMT model would
require manufacturer proprietary information, such as control algorithms, which are often
difficult to figure out.
The performance of Average Value Model is generally poor during transient period.
Generalized Averaging Theory (or Dynamic Phasor modelling):
The Generalized Averaging Concept (or Dynamic Phasor Modelling) is a core part of the
research work described in this thesis. The theory is described for DFIGs with the objectives
listed below:
 It should be capable of representing fault current behaviour for balanced faults, unbal-
anced faults, and faults with sub-synchronous interactions for a Type 3 wind farm.
 This model should be more sophisticated than fundamental frequency type models and
at the same time simpler than a EMT model. It should also facilitate designing both
protection and controls for wind farms.
 In order for this model to be more computationally efficient and faster than an EMT
model, it should have the capacity to selectively model only the required frequency
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components to accurately represent the desired fault behaviour of a Type 3 wind farm.
 The manufacturer nameplate details of DFIG should be good enough for modelling.
A power utility engineer should be able to use the model to design the protection and
controls of a Type 3 without the need of exact modelling details.
The generalized averaging theory which is commonly referred to as dynamic phasor mod-
elling, was originally developed by an MIT researcher in 1991 for modelling power converter
circuits [62]. It is capable of accommodating arbitrary types of waveforms and is based on
time varying Fourier series representation for a sliding time window of a given waveform.
The main essence of this scheme is to model a periodically driven system, such as power
converter circuits, and retain only particular Fourier coefficients based on the behaviour
of interest of the system under study. Simplifying approximations are made by omitting
insignificant terms from the series.
In [63], the authors refer to the “baseband quantities” as “dynamic phasors”. In [64], the
authors refer “frequency shifted quantities” as “dynamic phasors”. However in the context
of this work, the definition of dynamic phasor is different and will be discussed in detail in
section 5.2.
Reference [65] discusses the application of generalized averaging model to large syn-
chronous machines for symmetrical and unsymmetrical fault analysis. It shows that by
the choice of appropriate harmonics (Fourier coefficients), the averaged model is capable of
accurately capturing fault dynamics of a synchronous machine.
In [66], the author uses dynamic phasor model to solve power system equations. He
uses an example to demonstrate the advantage of dynamic phasor model in terms of speed
of simulations (simulation timestep). It is assumed that due to a contingency in power
system, the system frequency may deviate by 2% (i.e., 58.8 Hz to 61.2 Hz variation in a
60 Hz system). Now assuming that 20 steps per cycle provides accurate results, one would
need to use a simulation time step of 0.8 msec ((1/60)/20 = 0.00083 s) with a EMT and
electromagnetic type simulation. The authors of the thesis shows that the same accuracy
could be obtained with a dynamic phasor approach with a slower 8msec time step. Thus the
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speed with which the computations could be performed increases 10 folds.
Reference [67] utilizes the generalized averaging scheme to model Type 1 wind generator
and references [68, 69] utilizes the generalized averaging scheme to model Type 3 wind gen-
erators for short circuit modelling. These models dealt with fundamental frequency based
modelling and were not sophisticated enough to represent sub-synchronous frequency control
interactions. In [69], the detailed EMT model simulated a 50% balanced 3 phase voltage
sag of 6 cycles in 42.68 sec; whereas, dynamic phasor model took 8.65 sec for the same
simulation. Also, an unbalanced 50% voltage sag of 6 cycles is simulated by EMT model in
47.26 sec while 11.78 sec is the simulation time taken by dynamic phasor model for same
scenario. Simulations showed that the dynamic phasor model was able to simulate the dy-
namic response to balanced and unbalanced voltage sags as accurately as the detailed EMT
models while decreasing the required simulation time considerably.
References [70, 71] report research work carried at University of Saskatchewan. Authors
discussed the development of a dynamic phasor model for a Type 3 wind farm including
fundamental and nonfundamental subsynchronous frequencies effects. The developed model
was tested for symmetrical and unsymmetrical fault behaviour. It was concluded that the
dynamic phasor approach achieved a middle ground between conventional fundamental fre-
quency based electromechanical models and detailed EMT models with the ability to also
represent nonfundamental frequencies accurately.
Reference [72] uses dynamic phasor model approach for modelling modular multi-level
converters. Reference [73] extends the application of the generalized averaging model to
represent the dynamic behaviour of a thyristor-controlled series capacitor (TCSC) in a simple
and accurate manner that is faster than detailed time domain simulation. The approach
described shows that simply choosing the fundamental frequency harmonic for modelling is
not accurate enough to represent TCSC behaviour when it is close to resonance, as there
are other significant higher order harmonic components present as well. Other flexible AC
transmission systems (FACTS) devices, such as the Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) in [74],
the unified power flow controller (UPFC) in [75], the static VAR compensator (SVC) in [53],
and the synchronous static compensator (STATCOM) in [76], have been modeled using
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dynamic phasors. In [77], author used dynamic phasors for modelling line-commutated
converter HVDC transmission systems.
In reference [78], dynamic phasor model has been used to investigate unbalanced radial
distribution systems consisting of a single-phase photovoltaic (PV), a three-phase induction
machine load, a three-phase power factor correction capacitor (PFC) and a load. The simula-
tion results of dynamic phasor model have been compared with the Matlab/SimPowerSystems
model based simulation results. It is concluded that dynamic phasor based simulation is fast
and accurate.
Reference [79] uses the dynamic phasor approach for modelling Multi-Generator variable
frequency electrical power systems. A twin-generator electrical power system of more-electric
aircraft (MEA) is simulated using dynamic phasor model and detailed EMT model. The
two generators operate at two different frequency: 400 Hz and 405 Hz, respectively. The
simulation time taken by detailed EMT model and Dynamic phasor model are recorded and
compared to see how fast dynamic phasor model is. The simulation time to capture system
response to step load change is 7983.0 sec for EMT and 42.97 sec for dynamic phasor model.
In this case dynamic phasor model is approximately 185 times faster than EMT model. Also,
a line to line fault is applied for 0.1 sec and the simulation time is compared. Dynamic phasor
is 89.7 (approximate) times faster than detailed EMT model. It was concluded that dynamic
phasor model allows larger simulation steps and hence accelerated simulations maintaining
extremely high dynamic and steady state accuracy.
The above works in the literature show that there has been a good amount of work on
dynamic phasor modelling of various components in power systems. This thesis extends the
research work carried out in [70,71]. This research includes multimass effect, flux decrement
effect in dynamic phasor modelling of Type 3 wind power plant. The dynamic phasor model is
compared with AVM Type 3 wind generator. The root cause of sub-synchronous oscillations
in Type 3 wind farm connected to series compensated line is identified. Different topologies
of LVRT are also discussed and compared.
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1.3.3 Type 4 Wind Generators
The short-circuit behaviour of Type 4 wind generators is mainly determined by the way
the grid side converter is controlled and it is therefore specific to each particular commercial
wind turbine [8], [80] . Reference [9] shows that Type 4 wind generators can be represented
by a current source with an upper and lower limit based on the power converter rating for
short circuit analysis. Reference [81] goes further to show that Type 4 wind generator can
simply be modeled as an ideal current source for fault analysis.
Short circuit modelling of Type 4 wind generators is quite well-understood and so this
thesis does not analyse Type 4 behaviour further.
1.4 Objective of the Thesis
The following are the main objectives of this thesis :
1. Develop a detailed real-time EMT simulation model of a Type 3 wind generator in
RTDS/RSCAD, including the effect of torsional oscillations and flux decrement effect.
The detailed EMT model will be used to validate the proposed dynamic phasor model
and other simplified models in this thesis.
2. Investigate and compare different RSC converter protection schemes ( Rotor side crow-
bar, DC-link Protection scheme, SDBR in rotor circuit, and SDBR in stator circuit)
to enhance LVRT capability of a Type 3 wind farm.
3. Identify the root cause of sub-synchronous oscillations in a Type 3 wind farm connected
to series compensated AC network. A linearized model of a Type 3 wind farm connected
to series compensated AC network will be developed to analyze whether the root cause
of the oscillations is sub-synchronous resonance or sub-synchronous control interacions.
4. Develop a simplified, fast, and accurate method of modelling the short circuit behaviour
of Type 3 wind generators using dynamic phasor modelin and use nameplate details of
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the generator and standard converter control methods to develop the equations. Test
the developed model’s capacity to represent the fault behaviour of the wind farm.
1.5 Organization of the Thesis
The thesis is organized into six chapters.
Chapter 1 gives the background with a discussion of the present scenario of wind power
integration and its foreseeable growth for future energy needs. Following this, the significance
of short circuit modelling of wind generators and the various issues associated with Type 3
wind generators are discussed. Various approaches to wind generator short circuit modelling
in the literature are briefly discussed, along with their capabilities and limitations. This
is followed by a discussion of the motivation behind the development of a dynamic phasor
modelling technique that is capable of representing the previously discussed complexities,
and which is the primary objective of the thesis.
Chapter 2 provides a review of the commonly used techniques ( voltage behind transient
reactance, analytical expression representation, voltage dependent current source) for mod-
elling the short circuit behaviour of wind generators and discusses the results of application
of these methods for different wind generator types. From the results obtained, the accuracy
and applicability of these techniques along with their advantages and disadvantages for par-
ticular wind generator types are discussed. This chapter also discusses generic WTG models
developed by the WECC working group.
Chapter 3 explains the detailed modelling of a Type 3 wind power plant. The wind power
plant model includes the generator, mechanical drive train, rotor and grid side converter
controllers, DC capacitor, and pitch controller models. The model includes the effect of
change of flux in the wind generator during abnormal system conditions instead of assuming
it is constant. The most commonly used low voltage ride through (LVRT) topologies, such as
rotor side crowbar circuit, DC-link protection scheme, and series dynamic braking resistance
(SDBR) in rotor and stator circuits are investigated in this chapter.
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In Chapter 4, small signal analysis of a Type 3 wind power plant is discussed. A detailed
linearized model of a Type 3 wind power plant is presented for small signal analysis. The
reason for sub-synchronous interaction between a Type 3 wind power plant and a series
compensated transmission line is identified.
In Chapter 5, the proposed dynamic phasor model of a Type 3 wind farm connected
to a series compensated transmission line is discussed and developed. The accuracy of the
proposed model to represent the short circuit behaviour is also illustrated. The average
value model (AVM) of a Type 3 wind farm used in the literature is also developed and the
transient response of the AVM compared with the EMT model.
Chapter 6 provides a summary, thesis contributions, and suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Various Types of Wind Turbine Generators
and Short Circuit modelling
2.1 Introduction
The wind power generation systems have evolved significantly and make use of a variety
of generators and power electronic configurations. The most commonly used generators in
large wind energy conversion systems (WECS) [82,83] are shown in Figure 2.1 below.



















Figure 2.1: Types of wind turbine generators
Section 2.2 discusses the basic configurations of the various wind generator types. Since
Type 3 DFIG are the main focus of this thesis work so only brief descriptions are provided
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for Type 1 and Type 2 wind generators. Section 2.3 explains some of the state-of-the-art
modelling approaches: Voltage behind Transient Reactance, Analytical Expression Repre-
sentation, Voltage Dependent Current Source that have been used commonly for these types
of generators. The Voltage behind Transient Reactance method developed in the course of
the theses work of Mr. Sriram Chandrasekar [70] has been used in two of the laboratories
of “Advanced Analysis of Electric Machines and Drive Systems”, EE444 [84] course at the
University of Saskatchewan.
Section 2.3 also discusses about WECC working group generic models reported in [56,57].
The WECC group developed first generation of generic WTG models in 2011 [56]. The four
prototype generic WTG models were developed by simplifying a detailed transient stability
model. The conditions under which the first generation WTG models were created were
far from ideal, partuculary Type 3 and Type 4 WTG. The second generation of generic
Type 3 and Type 4 WTG models were developed and reported in references [57, 58]. The
second generation models were developed using modular approach. The seven modules used
in generic Type 3 WTG are briefly discussed in this section.
2.2 Types of Wind Turbine Generators
2.2.1 Type 1 Squirrel Cage Induction Generator
Fixed speed wind turbines comprise of squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG) and is
directly connected to the grid through a step-up transformer. A soft-starter is used to provide
the smooth start-up, and a capacitor bank provides the reactive power compensation [85].
When these generators operate in a fixed speed mode of operation, any wind fluctuation
would directly result in the fluctuation of the mechanical torque and the electrical power.
While the mechanical torque fluctuations cause high mechanical stress, the electrical power
fluctuations lead to voltage fluctuation and flicker effects in the case of weak grids. Pitch

















Figure 2.2: Type 1 wind turbine generator
2.2.2 Type 2 Wound Rotor Induction Generator
While fixed-speed wind turbines are simple and robust, they have a significant disadvan-
tage: they cannot optimally extract power from the wind. It would be preferable to have
the generator continue to output rated power at high wind speeds. In order to achieve this,
Type 2 wind turbine generators consist of a wound rotor induction generator (WRIG), which
makes connecting external resistances to the rotor winding possible. While largely relying
on the same concepts as fixed-speed wind turbines at lower-than-rated wind speeds, they
typically incorporate pitch control and output power control to optimize power extraction
at higher-than-rated wind speeds. The Type-2 generator uses rotor resistance control to
achieve output power control. This provides the ability to operate at a higher range of slip
(10%) as compared to a Type 1 wind generator. This external resistance can be controlled
by a high-frequency switch as shown in Figure 2.3, based on the speed of the wind. The





















Figure 2.3: Type 2 wind turbine generator
2.2.3 Type 3 Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG)
A schematic diagram of a Type 3 wind power plant is shown in Figure 2.4. The wind
turbine-generator unit consists of a wind turbine connected to a doubly-fed induction gener-
ator (DFIG) via a shaft and a gear box. The induction generator is a wound-rotor induction
machine. Slip-rings and brushes are usually used to access the rotor circuit. The three-phase
stator winding is fed directly from the three-phase supply voltage. A back-to-back AC-DC-
AC power electronic converter is used to rectify the supply voltage and convert it to three-
phase AC at the desired frequency for rotor excitation [85]. Thus, unlike a singly-excited
squirrel cage induction machine, stator and rotor windings of a DFIG are independently
excited. The rotor speed is allowed to vary within a slip range of 30%. This implies that
the power converter is rated for about 30% of the rated power [8].
The back-to-back converter is capable of extracting power from rotor as well as pushing
power to rotor. The converter excites the rotor in such a manner that the resultant rotor
magnetic field rotates at synchronous speed. The converter, whose ac side is connected to the
rotor is commonly referred as the rotor side converter (RSC). The converter connected to the
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external grid via the transformer is known as the grid side converter (GSC). The RSC controls
the DFIG so that it extracts the maximum extractable wind energy while maintaining the
system reactive power requirements. The function of the GSC is to maintain the dc link
voltage. Although DFIG wind turbines are generally more complex and expensive than
wind turbines employing uncontrolled squirrel-cage induction generators or rotor-resistance
controlled wound rotor machines, they have certain advantages:
 Independent active real and reactive power control is possible.
 There is a wide generator shaft speed range of up to 30% above and below rated speed
for which generation can take place with minimum slip losses.
 Maximized aerodynamic power extraction.






















Figure 2.4: Type 3 wind turbine generator
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2.2.3.1 Basic Operation of DFIG
Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction states that any change of flux in a moving
coil will induce a voltage in the coil. This voltage is proportional to the rate of change of
flux and the number of turns in the coil. Mathematically,
e = −N dφ
dt
(2.1)
where e, N and φ are the electro-motive force (EMF) induced, number of turns in the coil
and flux. Therefore, if a coil with N number of turns is rotated in a magnetic field , a voltage
will be induced. Therefore, this machine can act as a generator. By the same principle,
if current is applied in a region with variable magnetic field, force is induced. Therefore,
the same machine can act as a motor. Induction machines are most widely used as motors.
Due to their robust performance, they have nearly replaced DC drives, except for areas with
critical speed/torque control requirements.
The electrical circuit consists of a three phase stationary winding (stator) and a cage/slip
ring winding set, which is free to rotate within the stator. When the stator is fed by the
power supply, it produces a sinusoidal magnetic field in all three phases. The resultant is a
magnetic field rotating at system frequency which induces emf in the rotor.
Operation as a Motor: When the machine starts, the rotor is at rest. Hence, the rate of
change of flux is maximum. Currents induced in the rotor are of the same frequency as the
stator. These rotor currents are induced such that their magnetic field offsets the magnetic
field of the stator. The interaction of these two fluxes induces a torque on the rotor. If the
rotor is free to rotate, it will rotate in the direction of the stator flux vector to reduce the
relative flux linkage. As the relative speed of stator field with respect to the rotor decreases,
the rate of flux linkage also decreases. Therefore, rotor current and its frequency falls. If the
machine is not loaded, the speed of the rotor will approach synchronous speed (speed of the
stator flux vector). As the load increases, the rotor will decelerate, leading to increased flux
linkage. This will lead to more emf on the rotor, and hence more current. This current will
offset the stator field again, and the machine will gain torque and speed. After a few seconds,
the speed will settle to a steady state subsynchronous speed. The ratio of this difference
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between stator and rotor speed to the stator speed is called slip, s.
This implies that as the load of a machine increases, slip will increase. Therefore, the
machine will draw in more current. Now, if the rotor is driven by an external force such that,
the rotor is driven to rotate faster than the synchronous speed, the rotor field will continue
trying to minimize flux linkage. However, it will now act in the same direction as stator flux
vector since ωr > ωs. In other words, the rotor currents will reverse, and the machine will
start acting as a generator. The key idea behind generated torque or current, therefore, is
the flux linkage and its direction. So, to maintain generation, prime mover must ensure that
rotor speed is near optimum.
The dynamic performance of the DFIG is dominated by the converters. To understand
the control schemes of these converters to control real and reactive power, it is necessary to
understand the detailed model of DFIG. Chapter 3 discusses detailed modelling and control
of DFIG.
2.2.4 Type 4 Full Converter Wind Turbine Generator
Type 4 wind generators are not the main focus of this thesis work but are briefly
described herein for completeness reason. For a Type 4 generator, the stator is connected to
the grid through a back-to-back converter system with a common dc-link as shown in Figure
2.5. This converter is rated to the full power of the converter and hence it is also known as
the full power converter type wind generator. It is common to design a power converter for
a Type 4 wind turbine with an overload capability of 10% above rated. Type 4 wind turbine
are expensive because of the high cost of converter. As the stator is directly connected to the
converter pair, there is no need to incorporate slip ring connections to the rotor. Since the
converter decouples the wind generator from the ac network, the machine can be operated















Figure 2.5: Type 4 wind turbine generator
2.3 Commonly Used Short Circuit modelling Methods
for Wind Turbine Generators
This section provides a review of the commonly type of methods for modelling the
short circuit behaviour of wind generators described in [18, 86]. The accuracy of these
techniques is compared with the results obtained from a EMT model. The envelope of the
fault current is obtained to find the fault current at the inception of the fault. For illustration,
the phase A fault current obtained from the EMT simulation of a Type 1 generator for
a three phase symmetrical fault at terminals is shown. The upper and lower envelopes
of the waveform, as shown in Figure 2.6 below, are extrapolated to the instant of fault
application [20]. MATLABTM 1 curve fitting toolbox is utilized to generate the fault current
envelopes. Subtracting the value IL from IU gives the peak-peak fault current at fault
inception from which the rms of fault current can be obtained. The rms fault current at
fault inception obtained is (11.123− 0.06)kA/2
√
2 = 3.91kA.
As will be demonstrated later in Chapter 5, under subsynchronous conditions, the fault
current waveform does not exhibit the typical behaviour of reaching the maximum value
immediately after the fault happens. In these scenarios, the fault current magnitude after the
first few cycles tends to be higher than the magnitude immediately after the fault application.
1MATLABTM is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
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Figure 2.6: Upper and lower envelopes of the fault current waveform
2.3.1 Voltage behind Transient Reactance Representation
This method models the wind generator (induction generator) as a VBR circuit to rep-
resent its short circuit charcateristics. In this method, the sequence component networks are
utilized for calculating the parameters of the VBR representation from which the current
values at the inception of the fault can be obtained. The basis for this representation is that
the rotor flux remains relatively unchanged for a small duration immediately after a fault
occurs, which allows the current to be calculated using basic circuit theory with the stator
short-circuited [20].
2.3.1.1 Type 1 Wind Generator
For a symmetrical three-phase-fault at the terminals of the generator, it is investigated
whether the positive sequence network of the Type 1 generator (Figure 2.7) is sufficient to
















Figure 2.7: Type 1 wind generator test system
The equivalent circuit of the Type 1 generator is shown in Figure 2.8 below. It should
be noted that, in all calculations, the rotor side quantities have been referred to the stator.












Figure 2.8: Equivalent circuit of the Type 1 wind generator test system
The transient reactance (X ′) and the voltage behind the transient reactance (V ′) can be
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calculated from the equivalent circuit [20] and are given by the equations:
jX ′ = jXls + j(Xlr‖Xm) (2.2)
and
V ′ = V∞ + jIs(X
′ +Xline +Xtransformer), (2.3)
where Xls, Xlr, and Xm are the stator leakage, rotor leakage, and mutual reactances re-
spectively, V∞ is the voltage at the infinite bus (grid side), and Is is the stator current.
The winding resistances are not considered in the calculations as they are negligible values.
However, this assumption is not valid for Type 2 and 3 generators as they have external
rotor resistance and crowbar resistance effects, respectively.
From the X’and V’ values, the short circuit current at the inception of the fault can be





The positive sequence network used for the voltage behind transient reactance representation
of a Type 1 generator for a symmetrical fault is shown in Figure 2.9 below. All of the
resistances are neglected.
For an unsymmetrical Phase A-to-ground fault applied at the terminals of the generator,
the methodology to find the fault current is very similar except that the sequence network
would now also include the negative sequence component network. The negative sequence
impedance is the same as the positive sequence impedance and all of the resistances are
neglected. As the generator is wye-ungrounded and the unit transformer is delta on the
secondary, there are no zero sequence components. Hence the zero sequence network is not
included. The positive and negative sequence networks are connected in series for finding
the fault current for a single-line-to-ground fault.
Table 2.1 shows the values of the Phase A RMS fault currents at the inception of the fault
obtained from a EMT model found using the upper and lower envelopes described earlier and













Figure 2.9: Voltage behind transient reactance model (positive sequence network) of Type
1 wind generator test system for symmetrical fault
transient reactance representation is fairly accurate with respect to representing the short
circuit behaviour of a Type 1 generator, even by neglecting the winding resistances and
considering only the winding reactances.
Table 2.1: Comparison of results for Type 1 wind generator - ungrounded system
modelling 3 phase fault (kA) A-G fault in ungrounded system (kA)
EMT 3.91 2.51
V BR 3.944 2.696
A test scenario with a wye-grounded generator and wye-wye grounded unit transformer
was modelled to assess the impact of the zero sequence component on the fault current
magnitude and to find the accuracy of the VBR modelling. The zero sequence impedances
for the generator, transformer, and transmission line respectively are half of, equal to, and
2.5 times of the positive sequence impedance. The results obtained and comparison with the
EMT result are shown in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Comparison of results for Type 1 wind generator - grounded system
modelling Phase A-G fault current for grounded system (kA)
EMT 5.424
V BR 5.106
2.3.1.2 Type 2 Wind Generator
This section discusses the modelling of a Type 2 generator test system (Figure 2.10)
with the sequence networks for the symmetrical and unsymmetrical faults to find the cur-
rent values. In case of a Type 1 generator, only the reactance values (neglecting the winding
resistances) are used to calculate the transient reactance. However, the external rotor resis-
tance value for a Type 2 wind generator plays an important role in finding the magnitude















Figure 2.10: Type 2 wind generator test system
This means that the external rotor resistance Rrext should be included in the calculation
of the transient impedance Z ′ (transient reactance was used for Type 1 generator) which
is shown in Equation 2.5 below. Figure 2.11 shows the voltage behind transient reactance
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(positive sequence network) representation of the Type 2 generator for a symmetrical three
phase fault where the winding resistances and the external rotor resistance have been included













Figure 2.11: Positive sequence network of Type 2 wind generator test system
Z ′ = (rs + jXls) + (((rr +Rrext)/s+ jXlr)‖jXm) (2.5)
Further, the voltage behind the transient impedance and the short circuit current are calcu-
lated from the following equations
V ′ = V∞ + Is(Z






Similarly, for an unsymmetrical phase A-to-ground fault at the terminals of the Type 2
generator, the fault current at the inception of the fault is calculated from the positive
and negative sequence symmetrical component circuits connected in series. However, the
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negative sequence impedance is calculated as
Z ′− = (rs + jXls) + (((rr +Rrext)/(2− s) + jXlr)‖jXm) (2.8)
Table 2.3 shows the values of short circuit currents calculated for symmetrical and un-
symmetrical fault conditions with and without considering the rotor external resistance.
These are compared against the results from the EMT model. VBR1 represents the model
results neglecting the effect of rotor external resistance and VBR2 represents the model re-
sults including the effect of rotor external resistance. Including the rotor external resistance
value for the three-phase-fault current calculation reduces the error for both symmetrical
and unsymmetrical faults.
Table 2.3: Comparison of results for Type 2 wind generator
modelling 3 phase fault current (kA) Phase A-G fault current (kA)
EMT 3.025 1.944
V BR1 3.9602 2.759
V BR2 3.1668 2.074
The VBR method of modelling can be used to calculate fairly accurately, the symmetrical
and unsymmetrical fault current contributions of Type 1 and Type 2 generators at the
inception of the fault.
2.3.1.3 Type 3 Wind Generator
This section discusses the accuracy of the VBR model for a Type 3 generator. The short
circuit behaviour of a Type 3 generator is much more complex compared to the Type 1 and
Type 2 generators.
Figure 2.12 shows the positive sequence network of the Type 3 generator [18] where
the rotor crowbar resistance is included in the circuit to protect the back-to-back converter
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rs Rline
Figure 2.12: Voltage behind transient reactance model (positive sequence network) of Type
3 wind generator test system for a symmetrical fault
terminals is found using the positive sequence network where the net rotor resistance is
found as (rr + Rcrowbar)/s. All of the winding resistances and the rotor crowbar resistance
are included in the short circuit current calculations. In the case of an unsymmetrical fault
at the terminals of the generator, both the positive and negative sequence networks are
included in the calculations. The net rotor resistance for the negative sequence network is
calculated as (rr +Rcrowbar)/(2− s). Table 2.4 below shows the accuracy of the VBR model
for representing the Type 3 generator’s symmetrical and unsymmetrical fault behaviour
compared to the EMT model. It is not as accurate as demonstrated for the Type 1 and 2
generators.
Table 2.4: Accuracy of voltage behind transient reactance modelling for Type 3 wind gener-
ator
Modelling 3 phase fault current (kA) Phase A-G fault current (kA)
EMT 6.31 4.80
V BR 6.618 3.8808
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2.3.1.4 Key Findings
In the VBR modelling method, the positive sequence network equivalent was used for
symmetrical three-phase-fault calculations. The sequence network consisting of the positive
and negative sequence components was used for unsymmetrical phase A-to-ground fault cal-
culations. This modelling technique was determined to be accurate enough for representing
Type 1 and 2 generators. Including the external rotor resistance for short circuit calculations
improved the accuracy for Type 2 generators. However this method is not as accurate for
a Type 3 wind generator. This modelling technique yields the fault current at the moment
the fault occurs but not during the entire period of fault.
2.3.2 Analytical Expression Representation
This method represents the short circuit current behaviour of wind generators by means
of an analytical expression (induction motor modelling equations for transient studies). The
equations representing the machine has been already discussed in Chapter 2.






[e−t/Ts cosα− (1− l)ejω0te−t/Tr cos (ω0t+ α)]. (2.9)
Ts and Tr are the damping time constants of the stator and rotor, respectively. They are
computed using Ts = Ls−eqv/rs and Tr = Lr−eqv/Rr−eff . Ls−eqv is the equivalent inductance
looking from the stator into the short circuited rotor given by Lls + (Llr‖Lm) and Lr−eqv
is the equivalent inductance looking from the rotor into the short circuited stator given by
given by Llr+(Lls‖Lm). Rr−eff is the effective rotor resistance and varies with the generator
type. l is the leakage factor, which is calculated as 1− (L2m/LlsLlr). All of rotor parameters
are referred to the stator side. Z ′ is the transient impedance and α is the voltage phase
angle. The stator fault current for all wind generator types is obtained using Equation 2.9;
however, the calculation of Tr, and Z
′ are dependent on the type of wind generator.
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2.3.2.1 Type 1 Wind Generator
As discussed previously, the stator fault current of a Type 1 generator can be resolved
into two components, namely an AC and a DC component [8] that are shown in Figures
2.13 and 2.14, respectively. The DC component shown in Figure 2.14 and in the first term
of Equation 2.9 is a damped value with a time constant of Ts. Similarly the AC component
shown in Figure 2.13 and in the second term of Equation 2.9 is a damped value with a
time constant of Tr. This behaviour is expressed mathematically by the above Equation 2.9
where, for a Type 1 generator, it is sufficient to use the value of the transient reactance X ′
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Figure 2.13: AC Component of Phase A fault current
The phase A stator fault current for a symmetrical three-phase-fault obtained from this
analytical expression is compared against that obtained from the EMT simulations as shown
in Figure 2.15. The analytical expression gives highly accurate results for a Type 1 generator.
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Figure 2.14: DC Component of Phase A fault current






























Figure 2.15: Three phase fault - Phase A stator currents - Type 1 wind generator - EMT
model versus analytical expression
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2.3.2.2 Type 2 Wind Generator
Similar to a Type 1 generator, the short circuit current of a Type 2 generator is found
from the expression given in Equation 2.9. The effect of the external rotor resistance is
found by using a value of
√
X ′2 +R2rext for Z
′ in the denominator term ignoring the stator
and rotor winding resistances [17]. The rotor decay time constant is calculated as Tr =
Lr−eqv/(rr + Rrext) for a Type 2 generator. Figure 2.16 shows the short circuit current
waveforms obtained from the above expression with and without considering the external
rotor resistance and compared with the EMT simulation results. The short circuit current
obtained considering the external rotor resistance is more accurate and closer to the results
from the EMT.

































Analytical Expression with Rext
Analytical Expression without Rext
Figure 2.16: Phase A Stator Currents - Type 2 wind generator - EMT model versus analytical
expression
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2.3.2.3 Type 3 Wind Generator
Because different complexities influence how a Type 3 generator behaves for a short circuit,
it is a challenging task to accurately represent it with simple modelling techniques. Some of
these complexities, such as the unit breaker protection logic based on LVRT schemes, were
discussed before.































Figure 2.17: Phase B stator currents - Type 3 wind generator - EMT model versus analytical
expression
In order to include the effect of the rotor crowbar resistance, the transient impedance
calculated as Z ′ =
√
X ′2 +R2crowbar ignoring the stator and rotor winding resistances and the
rotor decay time constant calculated as Tr = Lr−eqv/(rr +Rcrowbar) are used in the Equation
2.9. The accuracy of this mathematical model as compared to the EMT model is shown
in Figure 2.17. This model is not as accurate for Type 3 generators as for Type 1 and 2
generators. Though the effect of the crowbar resistance is taken into account, it is still not
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accurate because it considers the crowbar resistance to be included in the rotor circuit for
the entire fault duration. In reality, the duration of application of the crowbar resistance for
a Type 3 generator is determined by the variation of the DC-link voltage during the fault,
as explained in Section 3.4.
2.3.2.4 Key Findings
The mathematical method of short circuit modelling discussed in this section is capable
of producing the current waveform as a function of time for the entire fault duration. This
is not possible by using the previously discussed VBR representation, which only gives the
fault current at the inception of the fault. This method is fairly accurate for short circuit
representation of Type 1 and Type 2 generators. Though the effect of the crowbar resistance
is taken into account for a Type 3 generator, the duration of application of the crowbar
resistance is assumed for the entire fault duration. This leads to inaccuracy in representing
the exact behaviour.
2.3.3 Voltage Dependent Current Source Modelling
2.3.3.1 Introduction
The short circuit behaviour of Type 1 and Type 2 generators can be sufficiently repre-
sented using the previously discussed simple techniques. Type 4 generators, with their fault
current limited by their full power converter, can be accurately represented by a current
source with upper and lower limits based on the converter rating for short circuit anal-
ysis [9]. Inaccuracies were still present in the modelling methods for Type 3 generators
discussed so far. The voltage dependent current source modelling discussed in this section
and the discussions in the forthcoming sections focus specifically on modelling short circuits
in Type 3 generators.
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2.3.3.2 Type 3 Wind Generator Modelling
The method of modelling discussed in this section is based on representing the short
circuit behaviour of generators by voltage dependent current source models defined by look
up tables. These look up tables contain data in the form of maximum and minimum short
circuit current values as a function of the point of interconnection voltage.
The short circuit data that form the look up table can be obtained by measuring the
maximum and minimum short circuit current of the generator when the point of intercon-
nection voltage is varied by applying voltage sags in the range of 20% to 97.5% [9]. The short
circuit behaviour in terms of the phase A stator current as observed for the different voltage
sags are shown in Figure 2.18. A detailed EMT model of the Type 3 generator developed in
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Voltage sag applied
Figure 2.18: Short circuit currents for different percentages of 3-phase voltage sags for a
Type 3 generator
In some cases in Figure 2.18, the stator current does not reach its maximum value im-
mediately after application of the sag. Rather, it tends to be higher immediately after the
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sag period when the voltage recovers. In such cases, using envelopes to find the fault cur-
rent magnitude gives the fault current at the inception of the fault but not necessarily the
maximum value, which is essential to determine relay settings.
The loci of the maximum and minimum fault currents obtained for different percentage
sags form the upper and lower fault current envelopes, respectively, are shown in Figure 2.19.
The data from these envelopes in the form of a look up table were used to model the voltage
dependent current source model as shown in Figure 2.20 below.

































































Figure 2.20: Voltage dependent current source model of Type 3 wind generator
2.3.3.3 Key Findings
The voltage dependent current source model is capable of generating the short circuit
characteristics of the Type 3 generator using a black-box like approach. The accuracy of
this model, i.e., the accuracy of the short circuit current envelopes, depends on the level of
sophistication of the actual model used to obtain the maximum and minimum fault currents.
In this case, a detailed EMT model was used for the purpose. It is clear that the voltage
dependent current source model is not a stand-alone model, as it requires the short circuit
current values to be obtained from the wind generator manufacturer or detailed EMT models.
2.3.4 WECC Type 3 WTG Generic Model
First Generation Generic Model:
Figure 2.22 shows structure of first generation Type 3 generic WTG developed by WECC
working group. The first generation generic models were developed by simplifying detailed
transient stability model. The Type 3 WTG model was developed on the basis of GE’s model.
























Figure 2.21: Structure of a first generation Type 3 WTG
The generator/converter model ignores the flux dynamics to reflect the rapid response of
the converter to the higher level commands from electrical controls. The converter control
regulates the active and reactive power to be delivered to system through Ip and Eq com-
mands. The active power order is derived from the generator power and speed. The pitch
controller module consists of two PI controllers that act on the speed and power errors. In
this model, the blade position actuators are rate limited. A very simplified aerodynamic
model is used. This model does not require the representation of the power coefficient curve
and is based on the results of the investigation reported in [87]. There were lots of sim-
plifications and assumptions made while developing first generation generic model such as
elimination of active power control block. The models were not suitable for studying varying
wind conditions and were not designed for use in simulation studies that involved severe
frequency excursions. These limitations led to further updates for WTG models particulary
for Type 3 and Type 4 WTG model.
Second Generation Generic Model:
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The WECC working group for generic models reported second generation generic model
in [57]. The model structure of second generation Type 3 WTG consists of seven modules
as shown in Figure 2.22. The modules used in a generic wind power plant of Types 3
are: Generator/Converter, Electrical Control, Aerodynamic Conversion, Pitch Controller,




























Figure 2.22: Structure of a second generation Type 3 WTG
The generator/converter module represents a high bandwidth current regulator that in-
jects real and reactive components of inverter current into the external network during the
network solution in response to real and reactive current commands. The electrical control
module provides options for reactive power control, including constant power factor and
voltage regulation.
The pitch controller module is very similar to pitch controller used in first generation
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generic model except there is an additional speed error signal which is proportional to power
deviation. The aerodynamic module used in the second generation generic WTG model is
same as the aerodynamic module implemented in the first generation generic WTG models.
The drive-train module allows for the use of single or two mass model for turbine-generator
inertial representation. The torque controller is a PI controller designed to set the power
reference for the electrical controller. It works for power command issued by either user
defined power curve or plant level controller. The plant level controller is an optional module
used when plant level control of active and/or reactive power is desired. The plant controller
presently accommodates the ability to control one aggregated wind turbine generator.








































Figure 2.23: Real and Reactive power for a balanced 3 phase voltage dip of 20%
The real and reactive power response of Type 3 generic WTG to a 20% voltage dip
at generator terminal is shown in Figure 2.23 as depicted in reference [88]. Figure 2.24
shows the response of real and reactive power to a voltage dip of 75% at generator terminal.
Reference [88] claimed that these responses are very close to the responses obtained from
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commercial Type 3 WTGs in the same scenario.






































Figure 2.24: Real and Reactive power for a balanced 3 phase voltage dip of 75%
2.4 Summary
This chapter discussed different types of wind turbine generators and their operating
principles. State-of-the-art modelling methods are also discussed in this chapter. Voltage
behind transient reactance modelling is a fairly accurate method for Type 1 and 2 wind
generators; however, it is not as accurate for Type 3 wind generators. The accuracy of
this approach improves with the inclusion of the rotor external resistance and the crowbar
resistance for modelling Type 2 and Type 3 wind generators, respectively.
Representation using the analytical expression is highly accurate for short circuit mod-
elling of symmetrical fault behaviour in both Type 1 and Type 2 wind generators. The same
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level of accuracy is not achieved for Type 3 wind generator representation as this model does
not consider complexities such as crowbar activation.
The voltage dependent current source model is capable of representing the Type 3 wind
generator short circuit behaviour through a black-box like approach, and its accuracy de-
pends on the sophistication of the model that is actually used to obtain the fault current
envelopes. A detailed EMT model developed in RTDS/RSCAD was used to generate lookup
table applying voltage sag of 5% to 97.5%. The fault current envelopes was obtained using
the lookup table. Thus, it is not a standalone model to represent the short circuit behaviour
of a Type 3 wind generator.
The second generation generic model of Type 3 WTG developed by WECC working
group was discussed in this chapter. It consisted of seven small modules each representing
individual component of plant. The second generation of WTG generic model used either
a single lumped mass or a two mass model. Eventhough the model is called generic model,
the working group concluded that the future revisions of this model would be needed based
on the feedback received from the users.
The next chapter describes detailed modelling of Type 3 DFIG wind farm including




Modelling of DFIG Wind Power Plant
including LVRT and Flux Decrement Effects
3.1 Introduction
An electromagnetic transient (EMT) model was used to validate the short circuit models
developed in this thesis. EMT type programs facilitate modelling with precision and can
reproduce the actual time-domain waveforms of variables due to their capabilitys to account
for network non-linearities and unbalanced conditions [89]. These programs work for a wide
range of frequency from 0 to 3 kHz.
This chapter describes the modelling of a Type 3 wind power plant in a real-time simula-
tion environment. The modelling details of each components of DFIG wind power plant and
their controls are discussed. The mechanical drive train system is simulated using a three
mass model to capture potential torsional oscillations. DFIG utilizes back-to-back power
electronic converters that consist of high frequency firing circuits. Smaller time-steps are
needed to model the high frequency switching circuits. The power electronic converters are
modeled in small time steps where typical time step is 1-4 µsec [90]. The most commonly
used low voltage ride through (LVRT) topologies such as rotor side crowbar circuit, DC-
link protection scheme, and series dynamic braking resistance (SDBR) in rotor and stator
circuits, are investigated in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 discusses the flux decrement effect in
induction generator.
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3.2 Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS)
The Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) is designed to study electromagnetic transient
phenomena in real time environment [91]. RTDS is a fully digital simulator which utilizes
advanced parallel processing techniques in order to achieve the computation speeds required
to maintain continuous real time operation.
RTDS software includes accurate power system component models required to represent
many of the complex elements which make up physical power systems. The overall network
solution technique employed in the RTDS is based on nodal analysis. The underlying solu-
tion algorithms are those introduced by H. W. Dommel [92]. Dommel’s solution algorithm
is used in virtually all digital simulation programs designed for the study of electromagnetic
transients. RTDS software also include a powerful and user friendly graphical user interface
(GUI), referred to as RSCAD, through which the user is able to construct, run and analyze
simulation cases [91]. The main hardware components of the RTDS are Workstation inter-
face cards (GTWIF or WIF), PB5 Processor cards (PB5), GIGA Processor cards (GPC),
analogue input/output cards (GTAI/GTAO, digital input/output cards (GTDI/GTDO) and
network interface cards (GTNET).
RTDS computes the state of the power system model only at discrete instants in time.
The time between these discrete instants is referred to as the simulation timestep (∆t). Many
hundreds of thousands of calculations must be performed during each timestep in order to
compute the state of the system at that instant. The temporary transients class of studies
for which the RTDS is most often used requires ∆t to be in the order of 50 to 60 µsec
(frequency response accurate to approximately 3,000 Hz). By definition, in order to operate
in realtime a 50 µsec timestep would require that all computations for the system solution
be complete in less than 50 µsec of actual time. In order to realize and maintain the required
computation rates for realtime operation, many high speed processors operating in parallel
are utilized by the RTDS.
Small Time-Step Simulation
Power electronic converters are integral part of DFIG system. modelling those power elec-
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tronic components like voltage source converter (VSC) in RTDS is challenging because firing
circuit works at a high frequency. Multiple switching may occur within a typical simulation
timestep of 50 µsec, also problems will arise when switching occurs at the end of the 50
µsec, because there will be little time left for solving the system. To tackle this problem,
small time-step of 1-4 µsec is used to solve the power electronics and switchings separately
and then connect them to main network which is simulated in 50 µsec time step [90]. An
Interface Transformer model is used to interface the small time-step VSC network with the
main-system network [91].
3.3 Development of DFIG Wind Power Plant in RTDS
In this section the modelling details of the components of DFIG wind power plant in
RTDS are discussed. Figure 3.1 shows the schematic diagram of a DFIG wind power plant
in RSCAD. The system consists of a 3 MW Type 3 wind generator connected to the collector
system through a unit transformer and then to the grid through a feeder line. The generator,
unit transformer and back-to-back converter are modeled in small time-step (each time step
is about 1-4µs) and remaining systems are modeled in large time step in RSCAD. Figure
3.2 shows an interface transformer model in RSCAD which is used to interface between the
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Interface 
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Figure 3.1: DFIG system
Figure 3.2: Interface Transformer
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3.3.1 Wind Turbine Model
Wind turbine power generation depends on interaction between the wind turbine rotor





where, ρ is the air density [kg/m3]; A is the area swept by blades [m2] and Vwind is wind
speed [m/sec].







where, R is the turbine blade length [m]; Cp is the performance coefficient. Cp is a function
of tip speed ratio (TSR) and pitch angle β. The TSR denoted by λ, is the ratio of the blade
tip linear speed to the wind speed. The TSR determines the fraction of available power
extracted from the wind by the wind turbine rotor. In a fixed-speed wind turbine, the blade
tip speed is held relatively constant since the rotor is connected directly to the induction
generation via a gearbox, and the induction generator is directly connected to the grid. The





where, ωt is the angular velocity of the turbine.
In 1919, Betz proved that the maximum power extractable by an ideal turbine rotor with
infinite blades from wind under ideal conditions is 16/27 (59.26%) of the power available in
the wind. In practice, wind turbines are limited to two or three blades due to a combination
of structural and economic considerations, and hence the amount of power they can extract
is closer to about 50% (0.5 times) of the available power. However, commercial wind turbines
typically have Cp in the range of 20% to 45% [93]. Various empirical formulae are given in
the literature to represent the performance coefficient. In [94], the generic equation
Cp(λ, β) = c1(
c2
α
− c3β − c4)exp(
−c5
α











is used to model the coefficient. The coefficients c1 to c6 are: c1= 0.5176, c2= 116, c3= 0.4,
c4= 5, c5= 21, c6= 0.0068. The variation of Cp versus the TSR for several pitch angles is
shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Cp-λ characteristics
As shown in the Figure 3.3, each pitch angle has an optimum value of λ where Cp is
maximum. From Equation 3.2 it can be seen that if the wind turbine is operated at this
optimum tip speed ratio, the power extracted from the wind is maximum for a given wind
speed. Therefore, often wind turbines are operated at this optimum tip speed ratio. This
operating mode is commonly referred to as maximum power tracking mode. A typical wind
turbine characteristic is shown in Figure 3.4. As the wind speed changes, the generator speed
(i.e. turbine rotation speed) is changed by the speed controller in order to keep the TSR at
its optimum value.
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Figure 3.4: Wind turbine characteristics with β=0
If the turbine speed is ωt, the mechanical torque Tm is given by, Tm = Pt/ωt. In per unit,
ωt = ωr. Therefore, the mechanical torque input to the generator in per unit is given by,
Tm = Pt/ωr (3.6)
From Equations 3.2 and 3.6 the generator mechanical torque in maximum power tracking









The wind speed at which the turbine extracts its rated power is called the rated wind
speed. If the wind speed increases beyond the rated speed, the machine is forced out of the
optimal TSR operation. In such a case the pitch controller changes the pitch angle of the
turbine blades so that the power extracted by the wind turbine is limited to the rated power.
When the wind speed is less than the rated speed, the pitch angle is adjusted to the minimum
value to get the maximum mechanical power. In both cases, the pitch angle controller senses
the speed change to regulate the output power. A typical structure of pitch angle controller
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is shown in Figure 3.5. The actual rotor speed is compared with the reference value, and the
error is sent to the PI controller to get the reference value of the pitch angle.
PI 1/( 1+ s Tp)
ωr
ωr* Pitch angle
Figure 3.5: Wind turbine pitch angle controller
3.3.2 Mechanical Drive Train Model
The drive train model represents wind farms main mechanical dynamics. There are
various models of varying degrees of complexity available in the literature for drive train
modelling. The one-mass model assumes generator inertia, the turbine hub and blades as
a single lumped mass. Although simple, this model is not capable of showing torsional
oscillations in the wind power plant. In the two-mass model, the wind turbine and the
generator are modeled as two masses connected via a flexible shaft. The torsional oscillation
between the wind turbine and the generator is observable with this model. The three-mass
model has been derived so that the blade oscillations can be observed in studies. In this
model, the flexible portion of the blade is considered as one mass, the rigid part of the blades
and turbine hub as another mass, and the generator as the third mass. These three masses
are connected with each other via two flexible shafts as shown in Figure 3.6.
The fifth order model explained in [95] is used to model the three mass drive train.
Hb, Hh, Hg are inertia constants (in seconds) of the masses representing the blades, hub,
generator. K1 is the stiffness coefficient (in pu torque/electrical radian) of the shaft connect-
ing the blade and the hub, K2 is the stiffness coefficient (in pu torque/electrical radian) of
the shaft connecting the hub and the generator. ωb, ωh are the pu rotating speeds of blades
and the hub. θbh, θhg are the angles between the blades and the hub and between the hub























(K2θhg − Te) (3.10)
˙θbh = ω0(ωb − ωh) (3.11)
˙θhg = ω0(ωh − ωr) (3.12)
In Equation (2.9), Te represents the electromagnetic torque produced by the generator.
3.3.3 Induction Generator Part
The winding arrangement of a conventional 2-pole, 3-phase, wye-connected symmetrical
induction generator is shown in Figure 3.7 for the purpose of explanation. The stator wind-
ings are identical with equivalent turns Ns and resistance rs. The rotor windings can be
approximated as identical windings with equivalent turns Nr and resistance rr. The model
assumes the air-gap is uniform and the windings are sinusoidally distributed.
In Figure 3.7, the winding of each phase is represented by an elementary coil. One side
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of the coil is represented by a
⊗
indicating that the assumed positive direction of current
is down the length of the stator (into the plane of the paper). The other side of the same
coil is represented by a
⊙
which indicates that the assumed positive direction of current
is out of the plane of the paper. The axes as, bs and cs represent the positive directions of
the magnetic fields produced due to the currents flowing in the stator windings of phase a, b
and c, respectively. These directions are obtained using the right hand rule on the phase
windings. Similarly axes ar, br and cr with respect to the rotor windings are shown. These
rotor axes are fixed to the rotor and rotate with it at an angular velocity of ωr. The angular















Figure 3.7: Schematic winding diagram of the stator and rotor side of the induction generator
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where, rs and rr are stator winding resistance and rotor winding resistance referred to stator
in pu.






















where [Lss] and [Lrr] are the inductance matrices for stator and rotor windings, and [Lsr] is
the inductance matrix for the mutual inductances between the stator and rotor windings.
The voltages, currents and inductances in Equations 3.14 and 3.15 are derived in the station-
ary abc reference frame and are thus, time-variant. modelling and analysis for such a system
is cumbersome. These time-variant quantities can be made time-invariant by transforming
them into an appropriate rotating reference frame, in this case, the dq0 reference frame
rotating at an angular speed determined by the synchronous angular speed of the system.
Using Park’s transform, Equation 3.14 become:









where ωe and ωr are the angular speeds (rad/sec) of the dq0 reference frame and the rotor
frame, respectively. Equations 3.16 and 3.17 can be written out explicitly, and the flux
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linkage terms can be expanded as follows:
Stator Voltage Equations












Rotor Voltage equations referred to stator side













ψds = Lss.Ids + Lm.Idr (3.24)
ψqs = Lss.Iqs + Lm.Iqr (3.25)
ψ0s = Lls.I0s (3.26)
Rotor flux equations referred to stator side
ψdr = Lm.Ids + Lrr.Idr (3.27)
ψqr = Lm.Iqs + Lrr.Iqr (3.28)
ψ0r = Llr.I0r (3.29)
where, Lss = Lls + Lm and Lrr = Llr + Lm. Lm, Lls and Llr are magnetizing inductance,
stator winding leakage inductance and rotor winding leakage inductance referred to stator,
respectively.
The electromagnetic torque produced by the generator can be written as
Te = ψqrIdr − ψdrIqr (3.30)
Equation 3.30 shows that the torque can be expressed in terms of d-axis and q-axis currents
and flux linkages, indicating that decoupled control of real and reactive power output of a
DFIG may be feasible.
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3.3.4 Back to Back Conveter
The back-to-back converter is a bidirectional power converter consisting of the Rotor
side converter and the Grid side converter connected via a DC Link capacitor as shown
in Figure 3.8. The two converters make use of insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBT)








Figure 3.8: Back to Back Converter
3.3.4.1 Back to Back Converter Modulation Scheme
There are several modulation techniques for the inverter and rectifier sides of the back-
to-back converter among which sinusoidal pulse-width modulation (SPWM) is used in this
research.
In SPWM scheme, the firing pulses of the power electronic switches (i.e. IGBTs for the
back-to-back SPWM converters) are generated in a way that the fundamental component
of the output voltage has the desired magnitude and phase. In carrier-based SPWM, a
sinusoidal reference signal is compared to a high frequency triangular signal in order to
generate the firing pulses for the power electronic switches. The triangular signal should
have a period much smaller than the smallest time constant of the system. The firing pulse
is generated as follows:
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firing pulse =
1 if carrier < reference0 if carrier > reference
Reference Wave Carrier Wave
Firing 
Pulse
Figure 3.9: SPWM Scheme
In a three-phase SPWM controller, the reference signal corresponding to each leg of the
converter is separately generated in a way that each is 120 degree apart from the other one.
The output is a three-phase voltage, and the fundamental components of the three-phase
output voltage are shifted by 120 degree.
3.3.4.2 Grid Side Converter (GSC) Control
The grid side converter (GSC) is a pulse width modulated voltage source conveter (VSC).
The function of the GSC is to maintain constant capacitor voltage. The grid VSC is current
regulated with the real component used to regulate the capacitor voltage and the quadra-
ture component used to adjust terminal voltage. Regulation of current requires that it be
transformed from 3 phase to 2 phase and then applied to a rotating reference frame, so that
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the ac fundamental component is extracted. The resulting currents are called the direct and
quadrature currents. All the controls convert engineering quantities into per unit on input.












Figure 3.10: Schematic diagram to demonstrate GSC control




















After converting the Equation 3.31 into a reference frame rotating at ωe, the new sets of
equations are,
vd = Rid + L
did
dt
− ωeLiq + vdi (3.32)
vq = Riq + L
diq
dt
+ ωeLid + vqi (3.33)
In these equations, the rotating reference frame is aligned with vd. Therefore, vq is zero and
vd is a constant. The control equations are [96],
vdi∗ = −v′d + (ωeLiq + vd) (3.34)
vqi∗ = −v′q − (ωeLid) (3.35)
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where the starred values are the computed references and the primed values are the outputs
of the PI regulators as shown in Figure 3.11. The terms in brackets are the voltage compen-
sation or cross coupling terms. The current references are derived from a slider for Iq and
the outer capacitive voltage regulator loop as shown in Figure 3.12 for Id. The PI gains were













































Figure 3.12: Outer capacitive voltage regulator loop implemented in RTDS








3.3.4.3 Rotor Side Converter (RSC) Control
The rotor side converter (RSC) is also a pulse width modulated voltage source conveter
(VSC). The RSC regulates the flux in the DFIG. For super-synchronous speeds, it extracts
the power from the rotor and supplies it to the grid via the DC link and the GSC. During
sub-synchronous operation, it imports power from the grid to excite the rotor. This regulates
the optimum flux to produce maximum torque for any given frequency. The RSC control is
done using the stator flux vector orientation scheme where the dq axis are aligned with the
stator flux allowing the simultaneous control of the electrical torque/real power and rotor
excitation current/reactive power of the DFIG [96].
The d and q rotor voltage equations are [96],




vqr = rriqr + σLrr
diqr
dt






















































Figure 3.13 shows a schematic block diagram for the rotor-side converter control. The idr
and iqr error signals are processed by associated PI controllers to give vdr and vqr, respectively.
From Equations 3.36 and 3.37 , define








To ensure good tracking of the rotor dq-axis currents, compensation terms are added to v′dr
and v′qr to obtain the reference voltages vdr∗ and vqr∗ according to
vdr∗ = v′dr − ωslip(σLrriqr) (3.40)
vqr∗ = v′qr + ωslip(Lmsims + σLrriqr) (3.41)
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3.4 LVRT based Protection Scheme
DFIG is popular in wind generation application due to its variable speed capability and
the reduced power rating of converters that are connected between the rotor and power grid.
In DFIG-based wind generation system, the sudden dip of point of common coupling (PCC)
bus voltage will result in an increase of both the stator and rotor current, because they are
coupled with each other. The increase of rotor current may destroy the low power level
converters which are connected to the rotor. The increase of stator current may affect power
system stability. Another problem for wind power plants is the torque stress to gearbox
under fault conditions. Limiting the overcurrent in rotor and stator is a significant issue for
DFIG-based power generation system during transients.
As more and more wind power is integrated into the power grid, it is necessary to keep
turbines connected to the grid during PCC voltage dip to maintain system stability. This
helps both the frequency and voltage recovery after the fault has been cleared. The LVRT
requirements make it necessary for wind farms to stay connected to the grid and provide
reactive power support during and after voltage sags. This is required in order to maintain
power availability and improve system voltage stability. These requirements are defined
in grid codes issued by grid operators [33]. For the wind generator to achieve this, the
use of a crowbar circuit is required to protect the back-to-back converter during such an
operation. This introduces two factors that must be considered for determining the short
circuit behaviour of the Type 3 wind generator, namely the crowbar resistance and the LVRT
characteristics.
The protection philosophy utilizes the LVRT characteristics. It provides the capacity to
stay connected to the grid during faults (based on LVRT curve) without tripping of the unit
breaker. The high rotor side current during the fault is limited by crowbar activation and
reactive power can be supplied to the grid side during voltage dips for voltage restoration.
The LVRT curve is a voltage vs time characteristic indicating the different voltage re-
quirements after the occurrence of a voltage sag. The LVRT scheme incorporates grid codes
that define that wind turbines must continue to operate if their voltage profile remains above
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Figure 3.14: LVRT characteristics used in the test system
3.4.1 Conventional Crowbar Protection Scheme
Far away faults from the wind farm can lead to a voltage sag at the point of interconnec-
tion of the wind farm to the grid. Due to the occurrence of a fault or a voltage sag, the unit
breaker trips if the voltage at the terminals of the generator becomes lower than the LVRT
curve. During this period, the crowbar circuit is activated if the per-unit DC-link voltage
becomes higher than the threshold value by providing the appropriate gating signals to the
crowbar trigger circuit.
Meanwhile, the RSC is turned off to protect the back-to-back converter. The steps
involved during the activation and deactivation of the crowbar system are: disconnection of
the rotor windings from RSC, insertion of the three-phase resistance in series to the rotor





















Vdc upper and 
lower thresholds
Figure 3.15: DFIG unit breaker protection based on LVRT Scheme, converter blocking and
crowbar triggering
the RSC to the rotor windings. These actions will help to prevent the high rotor currents
and excessive dc-link voltage. Amplitude of the resulting voltage in the rotor circuit is
determined by the crowbar resistors. The crowbar resistor also acts as an active power sink,
consuming active power to mitigate rotor over-speeding. During the time the crowbar is
activated, the generator works as a conventional IG with high rotor resistance [98]. The
value of the crowbar resistance affects the operation of the DFIG. High resistance values
provide adequate damping to the fault transients when the crowbar is enabled but can
create undesirable transients when the crowbar is turned off [99].
However, this method has nothing to do with the stator current which also has severe
transients. The stator transients will cause fluctuation and affect the power system stability
during fault situation.
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3.4.2 DC Link Voltage Protection Scheme
The crowbar is a protective shunt resistor between the back to back RSC and GSC, in








Vdc upper and lower 
thresholds
Vdc
Figure 3.16: Converters with DC link shunt resistor
When the capacitor voltage rises beyond some threshold or the rotor currents exceed an
upper limit, the switch is closed and the capacitor voltage is reduced. This excess current
and voltage is usually due to external faults in the ac system.
The scheme for controlling the crowbar switch is shown in Figure 3.17. Capacitor voltage
is compared to a trigger level, in this case 2.0 kV and latched in a flip flop when this is
exceeded. When the voltage drops below 1.7 kV, the flip flop is reset and the crowbar is
switched off as shown in Figure 3.18. This scheme is slightly superior than conventional
crowbar scheme considering the issues of low component cost and better performance [100].
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If A>=B
    O/p=1
Else
    O/p=0
End
If A>=B
    O/p=1
Else


















Figure 3.17: Crowbar control scheme
Time (sec)







DC link capacitor voltage (kV)
Control Switch Action (GCB1)
Figure 3.18: Crowbar switching action during an external fault
3.4.3 Series Dynamic Braking Resistor (SDBR) in Rotor Circuit
In this scheme, a series dynamic braking resistor (SDBR) is inserted in the rotor circuit
as shown in Figure 3.19 [36]. The operation of the SDBR is incorporated with the dc-link
protection scheme. In normal operation, the switch is ON and the resistor is bypassed, but
the switch is OFF and the resistor is connected in series to the rotor circuit during fault
condition.













Figure 3.19: SDBR in Rotor Circuit with DC-Link Voltage Protection Scheme
age will be shared by the resistance because of the series topology; therefore, the induced
overvoltage may not lead to the loss of converter control. Therefore, it not only controls the
rotor overvoltage which could cause the RSC to lose control, but, more significantly, limits
high rotor current.
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Figure 3.20: (a) Stator currents (b) Rotor currents with SDBR in rotor circuit
3.4.4 Series Dynamic Braking Resistor (SDBR) in Stator Circuit
A small size SBDR can be inserted in series with the stator circuit of the DFIG through
the control of power electronic switches to balance the active power, which eventually im-
proves the wind generator stability during a grid fault condition (Figure 3.21). Better re-
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sponses of the terminal voltage and rotor speed of the DFIG can be achieved when the SDBR








Vdc upper and 
lower thresholds
Vdc
Figure 3.21: SDBR in Stator Circuit with DC-Link Voltage Protection Scheme
The SBDR can also balance the active power of the DFIG, and thus can also improve the
DFIG wind generator stability during a fault [101]. The SDBR also increases the generator
output and, therefore, reduces the speed increase during a voltage dip. This effect would
improve the postfault recovery of the DFIG system and the entire wind farm, because the
































































Figure 3.22: (a)Stator currents (b) Rotor currents with SDBR in stator circuit
3.5 Flux Decrement in Generator
During normal conditions, the flux linking the rotor is a constant but the flux linking the
rotor will start decreasing as soon as the fault occurs. As a consequence, the internal voltage
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is longer a constant and starts decreasing. Reference [30] discusses flux decrement effect in
synchronous generators. Since there is no DC field supply in induction generators, neglecting
the field DC supply Efd in the synchronous generator equation gives an equation representing






(E ′q − (Xd −X ′d)Id) (3.42)





open-circuit transient time constants. Figures 3.23, 3.24 and 3.25 shows 3 phase currents of
a 3.4 MVA machine for a sustained 3 phase to ground fault.
Constant Flux Variable Flux
time(sec)























Figure 3.23: Comparison of A Phase current with constant and variable flux
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time(sec)






















Constant Flux Variable Flux
























Constant Flux Variable Flux
Figure 3.25: Comparison of C Phase current with constant and variable flux
When the flux is held constant, the fault current supplied remains constant after 0.4 sec.
After 0.4 sec, the peak to peak fault current remains 7.7 pu with constant flux; whereas the
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value is 4.4 pu at 0.4 sec and 0.6 pu at 1.8 sec with variable flux. It is clear that the fault
current continues to decay and approaches zero while flux decrement is taken into account.
The flux decrement is implemented in all simulations included in this research work.
3.6 DFIG model validation results
Figure 3.26 shows the steady state real and reactive power of a DFIG system (figure 3.1)
with rated wind speed of 14 m/sec. The input power from the turbine is 3 MW but the


















Figure 3.26: Steady state Real and Reactive Power
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Phase A Phase B Phase C
Figure 3.27: Steady state Stator currents
Figure 3.28 shows the response of a DFIG sytem’s active power and pitch angle to a
step change in wind speed from 12 m/sec to 16 m/sec. For wind speed less than 14 m/sec,
the pitch angle is set to zero. For wind speeds greater than 14 m/ sec, the pitch control is
activated.
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Figure 3.28: Response of Active Power and Pitch Angle to change in wind speed
Symmetrical fault application
The symmetrical (three phase to ground) fault is applied to the test system at the point of
interconnection (POI) of the wind farm to the grid for 200 ms. POI is the node at which
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metering for the wind farm is installed and is on the high voltage side of the main transformer
at the substation.


















Figure 3.29: Active Power variation for symmetrical fault
Figure 3.29 shows the real power variation for a symmetrical fault. The fault is applied
at 1 sec for 200ms. The real power supplied is zero during fault period and again tries to
go back to original value with subsequent oscillations. The stator current is shown in figure
3.30.
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Figure 3.30: DFIG stator current variation for symmetrical fault
Unsymmetrical fault application
The unsymmetrical (single phase to ground) fault is applied to the test system at the point
of interconnection (POI) of the wind farm to the grid for 200 ms. Unlike a symmetrical
fault, the active power falls to zero for a fraction of the fault period as shown in Figure 3.31.
Figure 3.32 shows the stator current behaviour for an unsymmetrical fault.
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Figure 3.31: Active power variation for unsymmetrical fault






























Figure 3.32: DFIG stator current variation for unsymmetrical fault
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3.7 Summary
A detailed EMT model of a DFIG wind power plant was presented in this chapter. The
wind power plant model included the mechanical drive train, pitch controller, generator,
and rotor and grid side converter controller models. A three mass model was used for the
mechanical drive train. The steady state and transient responses of the DFIG were also
shown.
Different LVRT schemes were discussed and compared. When SDBR is placed in a
rotor circuit, the instantaneous peak stator current is -12.29 kA and the instantaneous peak
rotor current circuit is -4.61 kA. However, when the SDBR is placed in a stator circuit, the
instantaneous peak stator current is -10.517 kA and the instantaneous peak rotor current
circuit is -3.98 kA. Thus, SDBR in a stator circuit better controls both the stator and rotor
currents. Because SDBR in a stator circuit dissipates active power, it reduces the mismatch
between the mechanical input and active power output of the DFIG during a fault. Thus,
it can also improve the DFIG wind generator stability during a fault.
This chapter also showed that the flux decrement in a generator is an important aspect to
include in modelling. The results with constant flux as well as variable flux were presented,
and current was shown to decay with variable flux. Thus, flux decrement effects must be
incorporated for accurate modelling of the induction generator.
The next chapter describes the small signal analysis of a DFIG wind power plant trans-
mitting power via a series compensated line. A detailed linearized model of the wind power




Small Signal Analysis of DFIG Wind Power
Plant
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, small signal analysis is carried out for DFIG based wind farms connected
to series compensated transmission lines. Small signal analysis aids in finding the participat-
ing states in sub-synchronous oscillations. A scenario is created using the model developed
in RTDS, where sub-synchronous oscillations occur in a DFIG wind farm connected to a
series compensated transmission line. The event is created by applying symmetrical and un-
symmetrical faults at the point of interconnection. A frequency analysis of the fault current
is done with the sub-synchronous component present.
A detailed linearized model of the same DFIG wind farm is developed for small signal
analysis in MATLAB. A linearized model of the three mass model of the generator and
turbine is utilized in the studies in order to determine whether sub-synchronous oscillations
arise due to torsional interactions of the wind turbine and generator. Small signal analysis in
this chapter includes eigenvalue analysis, participation factor analysis and sensitivity studies.
4.2 Sub-synchronous Oscillations in Wind Plants
Wind farms are located in wind-rich locations that are often far away from load cen-
ters. This wind farms from these locations have to be connected to load centers through
long transmission. These lines are series compensated to improve their power transfer ca-
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pability. Series capacitors introduce the risk of sub-synchronous resonance (SSR) [102] and
sub-synchronous control interactions (SSCI) [10,103] in power systems. Sub-synchronous res-
onance is a condition where the series compensated electrical network exchanges energy with
the generator turbine shaft system at sub-synchronous frequencies of the system [104–106].
Torsional Interaction:
The torsional interaction occurs when the natural mechanical torsional modes of oscilla-
tion of the generator turbine system and the electrical network resonant frequency coincide.
This leads to a high level of energy exchange between the network and the generator tur-
bine, resulting in sustained or fast growing oscillations that can eventually lead to damage
to turbine shaft.
Induction Generator Effect:
The other cause for the occurrence of SSR is the induction generator effect. The induction
generator effect occurs due to self-excitation, when the total resistance of the series resonant
circuit (generator and series compensated transmission line) is negative at sub-synchronous
frequencies creating negative damping. It makes the current and voltage oscillations to grow
and eventually lead to excessive currents and voltages.
Sub-Synchronous Control Interactions:
SSCI is a phenomenon in which the wind turbine controllers have been observed to inter-
act with the series compensated transmission line. Specifically, it is the control interaction
between the power electronic control system and the series compensated transmission line.
SSCI has no fixed frequency of concern, as the frequency of oscillations is based on the con-
figuration of the controls and electrical system. The SSCI phenomenon is mainly observed in
DFIG generators connected to series compensated transmission lines due to the controllers
of the back-to-back converter being connected between the rotor of the generator and the
grid.
Such an interaction phenomena for a DFIG wind farm has been studied in [10] which
also identifies the control loops in the RSC that are responsible for the sub-synchronous
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interactions. This indicates how the SSCI phenomena can be attributed to the interaction
between the series compensated network and the power electronic converter of the DFIG
generator. In order to study such a phenomena, the system shown in Figure 4.1 is modelled.
4.3 Test System Simulation and Analysis
Figure 4.1 shows the system developed in RTDS in which a DFIG wind farm is connected
to a series compensated transmission line, where RL and XL represent the transmission
line resistance and inductive reactance, respectively. XC represents reactance of the series
capacitor compensation. The series capacitor has a bypass switch that can be opened in
order to include the series compensation in the line. The wind farm is represented by a
single equivalent machine. The generator can be seen as a controllable impedance, the


























Figure 4.1: DFIG wind generator test system with series compensation
It is important that the fault contribution is found not only from a single generator
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but from entire wind farm. A wind farm consists of several wind generator-transformer units
that are connected to the main sub-station transformer through cables running from each
unit. These cables form the collector circuit of the wind farm. This means that the fault
calculations now must take into account the collector circuit impedances as well.
However, the fault contribution from a wind farm can be accurately calculated without
taking the collector impedances into account and the equivalencing of a wind farm can be
made simple yet accurate by ignoring all cable impedances [22, 85]. The difference in the
total impedance of the wind farm with and without the cable was found to be less than 3
percent [85].
The research work in this thesis uses an aggregate model of the DFIG wind farm to
study its short circuit behaviour. The collective behaviour of a group of wind turbines is
represented by a lumped machine. This assumption is supported by several recent studies
that suggest that wind farm aggregation provides a reasonable approximation for system
interconnection studies [103]. The test system modeled consists of 150 generators, each of
3 MW capacity. It is assumed that all machines in the wind farm are working coherently
and all see the same wind speed, which permits the generators to be lumped into one large
equivalent machine. The parameters are given in Appendix A.3.
4.3.1 Application of Symmetrical Fault
Two different scenarios are studied with 50% and 70% series compensation of the trans-
mission line. The series compensation is introduced on the transmission line by using the
bypass switch of the series capacitor shown in figure 4.1. A 200 ms three phase fault is
applied 7.0 s after the start of the simulation at the point of interconnection of the wind
farm to the grid. The Phase A stator fault current measured is shown in Figure 4.2 with 50%
compensation. A buildup of sub-synchronous oscillations can be observed in the waveforms
of fault current.
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Figure 4.2: Type 3 wind farm symmetrical fault current with sub-synchronous frequency
components (50% compensation)
Figure 4.3 compares the phase A stator currents obtained from a straightforward three-
phase-fault and a three-phase-fault with the SSCI present. The magnitude of the fault
current is significantly affected by the SSCI. This again confirms that models that are only
able to represent the fundamental frequency components will be inaccurate for determining
such complex fault behaviour.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of stator fault current without and with compensation for a three
phase fault
The stator current waveform is scanned using FFT to determine the relative magnitude
of the sub-synchronous frequency component as compared to the fundamental frequency
component. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the relative magnitudes of the harmonic components
of the phase A stator fault current waveform (base frequency of 6 Hz is used for FFT)
for 50% and 70 % compensation respectively. The dominant frequency components are
the fundamental frequency component (60Hz) and the sub-harmonic frequency component
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Figure 4.4: FFT analysis of phase A symmetrical fault current with 50% compensation
60 Hz component
Magnitude of 5.798 kA
42 Hz component
Magnitude of 1.7729 kA  






















Figure 4.5: FFT analysis of phase A symmetrical fault current with 70% compensation
Following this, a Prony analysis of the waveform of the stator current is done. The
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results of the Prony analysis in Figure 4.6 show that, apart from the fundamental frequency
component, a sub-synchronous component of approximately 36.2 Hz is also present in the
current waveform for 50% compensation. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the relative magnitudes of
the most dominant frequency components in both scenario. These results correspond with
the FFT analysis done before.
 36.2 Hz 
Component
60 Hz Component
 7.0  7.04  7.08  7.12  7.16  7.2
 Time (s)
Original Signal



























































Figure 4.6: Prony analysis of phase A symmetrical fault current with 50% compensation
Table 4.1: Prony analysis of phase A symmetrical fault current with 50% compensation
Magnitude (kA) Phase (deg) Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
3.6864 11.692 60.0 -0.011
0.467 83.306 36.2 (∼ 36Hz) 19.25
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Table 4.2: Prony analysis of phase A symmetrical fault current with 70% compensation
Magnitude (kA) Phase (deg) Frequency (Hz) Damping (%)
5.798 74.917 60.0 -1.657
1.7729 29.332 41.977 (∼ 42Hz) 1.629
4.3.2 Application of Unsymmetrical Fault
Unsymmetrical fault (phase A to ground fault) behaviour was studied in a manner similar
to symmetrical fault behaviour as discussed in the previous section. Following the insertion
of the series compensation of 53.4 µF (50% compensation) and 37.9 µF (70% compensation),
a 200 ms phase A to ground fault was applied and the fault current behaviour was analyzed.
Figure 4.7 shows the comparison of phase A fault currents for a phase A to ground fault
applied with and without the insertion of the series compensation. The figure shows that
SSCI has a significant impact on the magnitude of the fault currents obtained.































Figure 4.7: Comparison of phase A stator fault current without and with series compensation
for a phase A to ground fault
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For the unsymmetrical fault scenario, the fault current waveform was again analyzed
with FFT and Prony analysis. The fault current’s dominant frequency components were the
fundamental frequency and the 36.2 Hz and 42 Hz sub-synchronous frequency components
due to the occurrence of SSCI.
4.4 Frequency Scanning
In frequency scanning, the presence of a network resonance is identified by calculating
the driving point impedance over the entire sub-synchronous frequency spectrum. This
means determining the magnitude and phase angle of the driving point impedance. The
magnitude and the phase angle values obtained from the frequency scan are plotted as
a function of the scanning frequency. From this plot, the network resonant frequency at
which sub-synchronous interactions could occur can be determined. This is the frequency at
which there is a change in sign of the phase and a dip in the impedance magnitude. This
corresponds to a series network resonance seen by the wind farm [48].
From the Prony analysis in the previous section, the most dominant frequency component
observed following the fundamental frequency component was the sub-synchronous compo-
nent of 36.2 Hz for a 50% compensation and 42 Hz for a 70% compensation. Figure 4.8
shows the results of the frequency scanning for three different percentages of series capacitor
compensation. At each compensation level, the sub-synchronous component is found by de-
termining the point where there is a dip in the impedance magnitude and a corresponding
change of sign of the phase angle. For example, for 70% compensation, there is a dip in the
impedance magnitude and a corresponding change of sign of the phase angle at 42 Hz. This
re-establishes the insertion of the series compensation as the reason behind the occurrence
of the sub-synchronous component in the current waveform.
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36.2 Hz28 Hz 42 Hz
Figure 4.8: Frequency Scanning - magnitude and phase angle plot of network driving point
impedance
4.5 Small Signal Analysis
Small signal stability is defined in the texts as the ability of the power system to maintain
synchronism when subjected to small disturbances [102]. The disturbance is regarded as
small if the equations describing the system response can be linearized for the purpose
of analysis. The dynamic behaviour of a system may be expressed as a set of nonlinear
differential equations as shown in Equation 4.1
ẋ = h(x, u) (4.1)
y = g(x, u) (4.2)
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When linearizing a nonlinear system for small signal stability, the nonlinear equations are
linearized around a specific operating point. The resulting set of linear differential equations
describes the dynamic behaviour of the power system subject to a small disturbance around
this operating point. In power systems, this specific operating point is the steady state
operating point. For a small perturbation around the steady state point, the states and
inputs will become,
x = x0 + ∆x (4.3)
u = u0 + ∆u (4.4)
Then, Equation 4.1 can be written as,
ẋ0 + ∆̇x = h(x0 + ∆x, u0 + ∆u) (4.5)
y0 + ∆y = g(x0 + ∆x, u0 + ∆u) (4.6)
Since the derivatives at steady state point are zero, the linearized equation can be written
in the form,
∆̇x = A∆x+B∆u (4.7)
∆y = C∆x+D∆u (4.8)
where, A,B,C and D are known as state or plant matrix, input or control matrix, output
matrix and feed forward matrix, respectively.
4.5.1 Stability of Linearized Systems
4.5.1.1 Eigenvalue
The linearized state space model of a dynamic system is :
∆̇x = A∆x+B∆u (4.9)
The eigenvalues of the system matrix A are obtained by solving following equation:
det(A− λI) = 0 (4.10)
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If the system has n state variables, equation 4.10 has n solutions λ1, λ2, ...., λn. These
solutions are the eigenvalues of the system.
The stability criterion is [102]: if one of the eigenvalues have a negative real part – the system
is stable; if at least one of the eigenvalues has a positive real part – the system is unstable;
if the eigenvalues have real parts equal to zero, the system has an oscillatory response.
4.5.1.2 Modes
The state space model of the system with zero input is as:
∆̇x = A∆x (4.11)
The rate of change of change of each state variable is a linear combination of all the state
variables. These cross couplings of the state variables can be eliminated by using the trans-
formation given by,
∆x = φZ (4.12)
where, φ is the right eigenvector matrix of system matrix A.
After the transformation, the state space model becomes
Ż = ∧Z (4.13)
∧ is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues as the diagonal elements. Therefore, the rate of
change of ith variable is given by,
żi = λizi (4.14)
The transformation produces n independent variables. These variables are called the modes
of the dynamical system. The modes describe the dynamic behaviour of the system. The
time response of ith mode is given by,
zi(t) = zi(0)e
λit (4.15)
The time dependent characteristics of a mode corresponding to an eigenvalue λi is given by
eλit. Therefore, the modes and their stability is described by the eigenvalues as follows:
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 A real eigenvalue corresponds to an aperiodic (non-oscillatory) mode. If eigenvalue is
negative, the mode is a decaying mode and if it is positive, mode is unstable (aperiodic
instability).
 A complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues corresponds to an oscillatory mode. If the





The damping ratio is given by,
ζ = − σ√
σ2 + ω2
(4.17)
The magnitude of the damping ratio determines the rate of decay of the amplitude of the
oscillation. If the real part of the eigenvalues is negative (i.e. damping ratio is positive), the
mode is stable.
4.5.1.3 Right Eigenvectors
The right eigenvector gives the mode shape, which shows the relative activity of the
state variables when that mode is excited. The right eigenvector φi is given by,
Aφi = λiφi (4.18)













φi1, φi2, . . . , φin are the elements of ith right eigenvector φi.
The magnitudes of the elements of φi give the relative activities of the state variables in ith




The left eigenvector ψi is given by,
ψiA = λiψi (4.20)
Assume, only ith mode of the system is excited. Then, the mode is given by,
zi = ψi1∆x1 + ψi2∆x2 + . . .+ ψin∆xn (4.21)
ψi1, ψi2, . . . , ψin are the elements of ith left eigenvector ψi.
The elements of ψi are the weights of the state variabie to the ith mode.
4.5.1.5 Participation factor
The participation factors are generally indicative of the relative participations of the
respective states in the corresponding modes. The participation factors are independent of
the units and scaling. The participation factors are obtained from the muttiplications of the
elements of the right eigenvector and the left eigenvector. The participation factor pki is
given by,
pki = φkiψik (4.22)
where, φki is the k
th element of ith right eigenvector (a column vector), and ψik is the k
th
element of ith left eigenvector (a row vector).
The participation factor represents the measure of participation of kth state in shaping the
time response of mode i. An important property of a participation factor is that it is a
dimensionless quantity and sum of participation factors of a mode is unity.
The participation matrix of the system is
P =
[












4.5.2 Wind Turbine Model


























4.5.3 Mechanical Drive Train Model
The dynamic model of the three mass drive train model is represented by Equation 3.8.
After linearizing Equation 3.8 and substituting value of Tm from Equation 4.25,
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4.5.4 Induction Generator Model




















= −rrIqr − sψdr + Vqr (4.31)
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where,
ψds = LssIds + LmIdr (4.32)
ψqs = LssIqs + LmIqr (4.33)
ψdr = LmIds + LrrIdr (4.34)
ψqr = LmIqs + LrrIqr (4.35)
Lss = (Lls + Lm) (4.36)
Lrr = (Llr + Lm) (4.37)
s = (ωe − ωr)/ωe (4.38)
and w0 is the base angular speed (rad/sec).








































= −rrIqr − s(LmIds + LrrIdr) + Vqr (4.42)
Linearizing the differential equations 4.39 - 4.42, the induction generator model in linear
state space form can be written as:








∆ωr ∆Vds ∆Vqs ∆Vdr ∆Vqr
]T
4.5.5 Grid Side Converter (GSC)

















Figure 4.9: PI controllers for GSC
From figure 4.9, the following equations can be written:
ẋ1 = Vdc ∗ −Vdc (4.44)
ẋ2 = Idg ∗ −Idg (4.45)
ẋ3 = Iqg ∗ −Iqg (4.46)
Idg∗ = Kp,Vdc .(Vdc ∗ −Vdc) +Ki,Vdcx1 (4.47)
Vdg = Kp,Idg(Idg ∗ −Idg) +Ki,Idgx2 (4.48)
Vqg = Kp,Iqg(Iqg ∗ −Iqg) +Ki,Iqgx3 (4.49)
The state space model of the grid side converter controller can be obtained by linearizing
equations 4.44 - 4.49 as:








∆Vdc∗ ∆Vdc ∆Idg ∆Iqg ∆Vdg ∆Vqg
]T
4.5.6 Rotor Side Converter (RSC)
The rotor side conveter controller scheme is shown in figure 4.10. The direct axis
controller controls the stator reactive power; whereas its quadrature axis controller controls
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Figure 4.10: PI controllers for RSC
ẋ4 = Qs ∗ −Qs (4.51)
ẋ5 = ωr ∗ −ωr (4.52)
ẋ6 = Idr ∗ −Idr (4.53)
ẋ7 = Iqr ∗ −Iqr (4.54)
Idr∗ = Kp,Qs .(Qs ∗ −Qs) +Ki,Qsx4 (4.55)
Iqr∗ = Kp,ωr .(ωr ∗ −ωr) +Ki,ωrx5 (4.56)
Vdr = Kp,Idr .(Idr ∗ −Idr) +Ki,Idrx6 (4.57)
Vqr = Kp,Iqr .(Iqr ∗ −Iqr) +Ki,Iqrx7 (4.58)
The linearization of equations 4.51 - 4.58 gives the state space model of the rotor side
converter controller as:









∆Vwind ∆Qs∗ ∆ωr ∆Idr ∆Iqr
]T
4.5.7 DC Link Capacitor Model
The DC link facilitates the power exchange between RSC and GSC. Assuming no loss





Figure 4.11: DC Link
Pdc = Pr − Pg (4.60)




= (vqriqr + vdridr)− (vqgiqg + vdgidg) (4.61)
Linearizing equation 4.61 gives the small signal model for the dc capacitor as,








∆vdr ∆vqr ∆vdg ∆vqg ∆idr ∆iqr ∆idg ∆iqg
]T
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4.5.8 Series Compensated Transmission Line




Figure 4.12: Series Compensated Line
















= Iq − ω0CVcd (4.66)
Linearilization of differential equations yields the state space model of the network as:








∆Vds ∆Vqs ∆Vdi ∆Vqi
]T
4.5.9 Complete system
Combination of each components of wind power plant explained above gives the complete
state space model of the wind power plant as [107]:









∆Vwind ∆Vdc∗ ∆Qs∗ ∆Vds ∆Vqs ∆Vdi ∆Vqi
]T
4.5.10 Results
The test system used for this study is as shown in figure 4.1. The 450 MW DFIG wind





























Figure 4.13: Participation factors of sub-synchronous mode with 50% compensation
Figure 4.13 shows the participation factors of sub-synchronous mode for the test system
mentioned. The result presented is for 50 % compensation. The system states are grouped
in such a way that states 1 to 5 represent the mechanical drive train, 6 to 9 represent
the generator, 10 to 13 represent the rotor side converter controllers and rest represent the
network. The dynamics of grid side converter is not considered as it does not have significant
impact on the sub-synchronous mode [48]. Reference [47] also concludes that SSCI is most
sensitive to controllers of the RSC.
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It is clear from the figure 4.13 that the generator states and the network states participate
in 36 Hz mode indicating a sub-synchronous interaction between the generator and the
series compensated transmission line. There is no participation of the mechanical drive train
states in this mode revealing that there is no torsional interaction present in this case. The
participation of the controller states in the sub-synchronous mode is too small compared to
the generator states and the states related to the series compensated transmission line.
Frequency (Hz)



























Figure 4.14: Sensitivity of damping to RSC q-axis controller
Figure 4.14 illustrates the sensitivity of damping ratio of the sub-synchronous mode to
PI gains of RSC q-axis controller. The q-axis current proportional gain Kp,Iqr is varied from
0.5 to 200 and the integral gain Ki,Iqr is varied from 10 to 200. It is evident from the figure
4.14 that damping ratio is more sensitive to Kp,Iqr than Ki,Iqr. As the proportional gain
































Figure 4.15: Sensitivity of damping to RSC d-axis controller
Figure 4.15 show the impact of d-axis current PI controller gains on the sub-synchronous
mode frequency and damping. It also justifies that increasing the d-axis current gains Kp,Idr
and Ki,Idr causes reduced damping. This indicates the rotor side converter controller has an
adverse effect on the damping of sub-synchronous mode.
4.6 Summary
A comprehensive procedure to study sub-synchronous phenomena in power systems
with DFIG wind power plant and series compensated transmission line was discussed in this
chapter. modelling of wind power plant for small signal stability analysis was described
in detail. Firstly, prony analysis of symmetrical and unsymmetrical fault currents for two
different compensation level is carried out to find dominant frequency components. Following
this, frequency scanning is performed to identify the presence of network resonances for
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30%, 50% and 70% compensation level. Then a detailed eigenvalue analysis is performed to
find out the cause of sub-synchronous oscillations. The proposed detailed analysis clearly
identifies that RSC side state variables are the participating state variables. It is shown that
the sub-synchronous interaction between DFIG wind power plant and a series compensated
transmission line is due to an electrical interaction between the series capacitor and the
wind generator component which is controllable through the rotor side converter controllers.
The sensitivity of damping to PI controller gains of RSC is demonstrated. Among RSC
controllers, the q axis proportional gain is more dominant.
The next chapter explains a fast and accurate dynamic phasor approach of modelling the
DFIG wind farm. Selected frequency components are used in the analysis of the dynamic
phasor model. An average value model of DFIG which is also discussed in the next chapter
and the two models are compared with a detailed EMT simulation model.
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Chapter 5
Dynamic Phasor Model and Average Value
Model of DFIG
5.1 Introduction
Power utilities normally use either fundamental frequency representations or detailed
EMT models in planning studies to model the short circuit behaviour of wind generators.
The fundamental frequency type model provides a simplified method, but is incapable of
incorporating some critical aspects of Type 3 DFIG behaviour, such as non- fundamental
torsional interaction frequencies, making it inaccurate. EMT simulation is a widely accepted
method for accurately modelling the behaviour of complex power systems and power elec-
tronic components. It is capable of modelling every component of the system in detail,
including all of the associated frequency components. Even though EMT modelling is highly
accurate and capable of detailed modelling, it is cumbersome when it comes to modelling
a system of considerable size and complexity, such as a Type 3 wind farm consisting of
hundreds of wind generators.
This chapter discusses the proposed dynamic phasor modelling approach for modelling
Type 3 wind farms. The dynamic phasor modelling approach provides an accurate model
that is neither based on fundamental frequency simplifications nor as cumbersome as a de-
tailed EMT model. A middle ground between the fundamental frequency and EMT models
is achieved using this proposed modelling method. This method is based on the generalized
averaging scheme discussed in [62], in which the variables of the power system under study
are represented as dynamic phasors or time varying Fourier coefficients. This method of
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modelling, also known as dynamic phasor modelling, can be used to select only the required
frequency components to accurately represent the desired fault behaviour of a Type 3 wind
farm. The dynamic phasor models are as accurate as the detailed EMT models, but compu-
tationally more efficient [108]. Another fundamentally similar concept, referred to as shift
frequency modelling in the literature, resembles the proposed dynamic phasor approach. The
similarities between the shift frequency concept and the dynamic phasor approach as well
the subtle differences found in the course of this research are also discussed in this chapter
(Section 5.2.1).
This chapter also describes an average value model (AVM) of a Type 3 wind generator,
which has appeared in the recent literature. In an AVM, the switches can be represented by
equivalent current and voltage sources. An AVM is developed in this thesis for the back-to-
back converters of the DFIG. It is shown that, with an AVM, the relationship between the
modulation function and the system voltage/current can be easily represented.
Results using the proposed dynamic phasor model discussed in this thesis and the AVM
are finally validated with a detailed EMT model.
5.2 Dynamic Phasor Approach
The Fourier series representation of a complex time domain periodic signal x(τ) with a






where ω = 2π/T and Xk is the k
th complex Fourier coefficient. When power system tran-
sients occur, the time domain signal is no longer purely periodic. In order to represent
complex transient waveforms such as these, use of a modified form of the above Fourier
series representation is required. This modified representation is known as dynamic phasors
representation and is based on generalized averaging theory [62]. This model approximates
the time domain waveform x(τ) as shown in Figure 5.1, in the interval τε(t − T, t] by a
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Figure 5.1: Window of time-period T sliding over time varying signal
In this representation, the Fourier coefficients Xk are time varying [69]. 〈x〉k(t) is the kth






x(τ).e−jkωτdτ = 〈x〉k(t). (5.3)
This is represented as 〈x〉k in the upcoming sections for the sake of simplicity. The
appropriate dynamic phasors (Fourier coefficients) to accurately represent the short circuit
behaviour of the Type 3 wind generator must be determined. If K is the set of selected






is the Fourier series approximation of the original signal.
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5.2.1 Shift Frequency Concept
The electrical three phase quantities are naturally real valued signal [64]. The frequency
spectrum of the real signal is shown in Figure 5.2. Adding the quadrature component as
an imaginary part to the actual signal x(t), the corresponding analytical signal xa(t) can be
obtained using [64,110]:
xa(t) = x(t) + jH[x(t)] (5.5)








Figure 5.3: Frequency spectrum of analytical signal








Figure 5.4: Frequency spectrum of shifted signal
The advantages and theoretical details of this approach for power system transients
simulation were first studied in [63]. In [66], the three phase representation was relaxed
and the concept was generalized to overcome the three phase limitation. The approach was
then employed for combined simulation of electromagnetic and electromechanical transients.
In [63] and [66], the authors refer to the baseband quantities as dynamic phasors.
If the major frequency content of the transients is concentrated only around the base sys-
tem frequency, the use of the fundamental baseband representation of the system quantities
would signficantly increase the simulation speed [69]. However, if the major transients are
not concentrated around the fundamental frequency but instead around other sub-harominc
or harmonic frequencies, this advantage is lost (which is the case for torsional interactions
in a DFIG). When the frequency shift applied to the analytical signal is only jωs, meaning
Xsh(jω) = Xa(jω − jωs), the maximum frequency of the baseband signal with other har-
monics will be higher than if the spectrum content is only condensed around the system








ωs-ωs 3ωs-3ωs -2ωs 2ωs
Figure 5.5: Frequency spectrum of baseband signal with higher harmonics




Xk(jω − jkωs) (5.7)
From Equation 5.7, it can be seen that applying the dynamic phasor approach shifts all
of the frequency components at kωs by −kωs. This results in accumulation of all of the
harmonics at zero frequency, as shown in Figure 5.6. This provides a significant benfit and















Figure 5.6: Frequency spectrum of Dynamic phasors
The above definition of dynamic phasor modelling can be extended for a three phase





























The following properties of dynamic phasors are important in developing the model:










2. The product of two time-domain variables equals a discrete time convolution of the









Dynamic phasor in dq0 reference frame:
The dq0 reference frame is generally referred as a reference frame rotating with the syn-
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where θ = ωst.


























The derivatives of the time dependent transformation matrices Pt and Pi can be given as
dPt
dt












In a dq0 reference frame rotating at synchronous speed, the positive sequence component
will appear on the d and q axes as DC, i.e., with frequency 0 (k=0 for positive sequence
components), and the negative sequence component will appear with a frequency of 2ωs
(k=2 for negative sequence components). The zero sequence component will appear on the
0 axis with a frequency of ωs (k=1 for zero sequence components). Hence, the designation
〈x〉0 is used to represent the positive sequence, 〈x〉2 the negative sequence, and 〈x〉1 the zero
sequence dynamic phasors, respectively. The transformer used in the test system is a Y-∆
transformer, and hence zero sequence dynamic phasors are ignored in the studies [111].
Dynamic phasor modelling based on the generalized averaging theory has significant
potential and offers a number of advantages over conventional modelling methods. First,
it makes the modelling computationally efficient compared to EMT modelling as only ap-
propriate dynamic phasors are selected. Second, the selection of set K permits consider-
ation of a wider bandwidth of frequencies, such as non-fundamental frequencies, making
the method more accurate than traditional fundamental frequency approximations. Refer-
ences [53,68,73,75] describe the dynamic phasor modelling approach for accurately modelling
complex power system components and its advantages. A dynamic phasor model of a Type
3 wind farm is developed in this thesis to accurately model its short circuit behaviour for
balanced and unbalanced faults as well as when significant sub-synchronous frequencies are
present in the system.
As the dynamic phasor model of the Type 3 wind farm system is capable of accurately
modelling not only fault current behaviour such as balanced and unbalanced faults, but also
sub-synchronous control interactions, it provides the necessary information to design both
protection and control settings for wind farms. The model is also generic in nature, i.e., it
does not require manufacturer proprietary information, such as control algorithms, which are
difficult to obtain. The model developed in this research work will serve as a powerful tool
for a power utility engineer to design relay settings as well as control settings for damping
SSCI oscillations for a Type 3 wind farm connected to a series compensated transmission
line.
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5.3 Dynamic Phasor Modelling of DFIG
modelling the various components of the Type 3 wind generator test system was described
in chapter 3 in terms of dq0 time domain differential equations. The parameters of the test
system are given in Appendix A.3. By substituting the differential equations for different
components of the test system in Equation 5.10 above, the dynamic phasor model equations
are obtained and described in this section.
The selection of the set (K) of dynamic phasors for each of these components is based on
the required short circuit behaviour to be studied, namely a symmetrical or unsymmetrical
fault with or without the influence of sub-synchronous interactions. As explained previously,
the dynamic phasor modelling technique proposed in this research work is capable of mod-
elling sub-synchronous frequency components to accurately represent SSCI phenomena. In
section 4.3.1, the frequency of the sub-synchronous component for SSCI occurrence in the
Type 3 wind farm test system in which the wind farm was connected to a 50 % compensated
transmission line was determined to be 36.2 Hz, which is approximately 0.6 times the sys-
tem fundamental frequency of 60 Hz. Hence, such a sub-synchronous frequency component
would appear on the d and q axes at a frequency approximately 24 HZ (60 Hz-36 Hz) which
is 0.4ωs. This frequency component is denoted by K=0.4 [70,71].
Another scenario was also studied for 70 % compensation level of transmission line. The
frequency of sub-synchronous component was determined to be 42 Hz, which is approxi-
mately 0.7 times the system fundamental frequency of 60 Hz. Hence, such a sub-synchronous
frequency component would appear on the d and q axes at a frequency approximately 18
Hz (60 Hz-42 Hz) which is 0.3ωs. This frequency component is denoted by K=0.3. The
sub-synchronous frequency dynamic phasor will be represented by 〈x〉0.3. Further, based on
the degree of compensation, the frequency of this sub-synchronous component would change
as described in Section 4.4.
Accordingly, the correct value of K can be selected to represent the appropriate sub-
synchronous component accurately. Table 5.1 gives the appropriate choice of dynamic pha-
sors to represent the different fault scenarios discussed in Section 5.3.1.
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Table 5.1: Selection of appropriate dynamic phasors
Fault Condition Dynamic phasors
Symmetrical Fault 〈xdq〉0
Unsymmetrical Fault 〈xdq〉0, 〈xdq〉2
Symmetrical Fault with SSCI (50% compensation) 〈xdq〉0, 〈xdq〉0.4
Unsymmetrical Fault with SSCI (50% compensation) 〈xdq〉0, 〈xdq〉2, 〈xdq〉0.4
Symmetrical Fault with SSCI (70% compensation) 〈xdq〉0, 〈xdq〉0.3
Unsymmetrical Fault with SSCI (70% compensation) 〈xdq〉0, 〈xdq〉2, 〈xdq〉0.3
Mechanical Drive Train:
The dq dynamic phasor model for the drive train, consisting of the blades, hub and
generator is represented by three mass model and is obtained by substituting equations 3.8





















= ωs.(〈ωb〉k − 〈ωh〉k)− jkωs〈θbh〉k (5.21)
d〈θhg〉k
dt
= ωs.(〈ωh〉k − 〈ωr〉k)− jkωs〈θhg〉k (5.22)
where the electrical torque is
〈Te〉k = 〈ψqr.idr〉k − 〈ψdr.iqr〉k. (5.23)
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The dynamic phasors for ωr and Te are chosen based on the type of fault, as shown in Table
5.1. For the mechanical torque Tm, only the positive sequence dynamic phasors are chosen.
Stator Voltages:
The dynamic phasor model for the stator voltage is as
d〈ψds〉k
dt
= 〈Vds〉k − rs〈Ids〉k + 〈ψqs〉k − jkωs〈ψds〉k (5.25)
d〈ψqs〉k
dt
= 〈Vqs〉k − rs〈Iqs〉k − 〈ψds〉k − jkωs〈ψqs〉k (5.26)
where,
〈ψds〉k = Lss〈Ids〉k + Lm〈Idr〉k (5.27)
〈ψqs〉k = Lss〈Iqs〉k + Lm〈Iqr〉k (5.28)
The appropriate choice of the dynamic phasors for the stator flux linkages ψdqs, currents
iqds, idqr and voltages Vdqs are based on Table 5.1.
Rotor Voltages:
The dynamic phasor model the rotor voltage is similarly obtained as
d〈ψdr〉k
dt
= 〈Vdr〉k − rr〈Ids〉k + s〈ψqr〉k − jkωs〈ψdr〉k (5.29)
d〈ψqr〉k
dt
= 〈Vqr〉k − rr〈Iqr〉k − s〈ψdr〉k − jkωs〈ψqr〉k (5.30)
where,
〈ψdr〉k = Lm〈Ids〉k + Lrr〈Idr〉k (5.31)
〈ψqr〉k = Lm〈Iqs〉k + Lrr〈Iqr〉k (5.32)
The appropriate choice of the dynamic phasors for the rotor flux linkages ψdqr, currents
idqs, idqr and voltages Vdqr are based on Table 5.1. The dynamic phasor dq equation of the
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where k is selected as shown in Table 5.1.
Flux Decrement:
The flux linking the rotor is a constant during normal conditions, but the flux linking the
rotor starts decaying as soon as the fault occurs. As a consequence, the internal voltage is
no more a constant and starts decreasing. Reference [30] discusses flux decrement effect in
synchronous generator. Omitting the field DC supply Efd in synchnous generator equation
gives equation representing flux decrement in induction generator. The following equation




〉k = − 1
T ′d0
(〈E ′q〉k − (Xd −X ′d)〈Id〉k) (5.34)
DC Link Capacitor:
The dynamic phasor model of the DC link capacitor is obtained by substituting Equation







〈vqriqr〉k + 〈vdridr〉k − 〈vqgiqg〉k − 〈vdgidg〉k
〈Vdc〉k
− jk〈Vdc〉k. (5.35)
The set of appropriate dynamic phasors is selected based on Table 5.1.
The dynamic phasor model equations for the PI controllers in the GSC are obtained from
Equations 4.44 to 4.49 and in the RSC are obtained from Equations 4.51 to 4.58 by using




= (〈Vdc∗〉k − 〈Vdc〉k)− jkωs〈x1〉k (5.36)
d〈x2〉k
dt




= (〈i∗qg〉k − 〈iqg〉k)− jkωs〈x3〉k (5.38)
〈I∗dg〉k = Kp,Vdc .(〈V ∗dc〉k − 〈Vdc〉k) +Ki,Vdc〈x1〉k (5.39)
〈Vdg〉k = Kp,Idg .(〈I∗dg〉k − 〈Idg〉k) +Ki,Idg〈x2〉k (5.40)




= (〈Q∗s〉k − 〈Qs〉k)− jkωs〈x4〉k (5.42)
d〈x5〉k
dt
= (〈ω∗r〉k − 〈ωr〉k)− jkωs〈x5〉k (5.43)
d〈x6〉k
dt
= (〈I∗dr〉k − 〈Idr〉k)− jkωs〈x6〉k (5.44)
d〈x7〉k
dt
= (〈I∗qr〉k − 〈Iqr〉k)− jkωs〈x7〉k (5.45)
〈I∗dr〉k = Kp,Qs .(〈Q∗s〉k − 〈Qs〉k) +Ki,Qs〈x4〉k (5.46)
〈I∗qr〉k = Kp,ωr .(〈ω∗r〉k − 〈ωr〉k) +Ki,ωr〈x5〉k (5.47)
〈Vdr〉k = Kp,Idr .(〈I∗dr〉k − 〈Idr〉k) +Ki,Idr〈x6〉k (5.48)
〈Vqr〉k = Kp,Iqr .(〈I∗qr〉k − 〈Iqr〉k) +Ki,Iqr〈x7〉k (5.49)
The appropriate choice of the set K of dynamic phasors (refer to Table 5.1) for modelling
the controllers in the RSC and GSC is very important for accurate representation of the
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specific fault behaviour under study. This is important, especially for the model to accurately
represent the SSCI behaviour, as the controllers play an important role in the occurrence of
this phenomena.
Series Compensated Transmission Line :
Apart from the controllers and converters, the series compensated transmission line must
also be accurately represented using the appropriate dynamic phasors to accurately obtain
the SSCI behaviour of a Type 3 wind farm. This is due to the fact that SSCI behaviour is
primarily dependent on the RSC and GSC controller settings and the series compensation in
the transmission line. The dynamic phasor model equations, as shown below, are obtained

















= 〈Iq〉k + ωsC〈vcd〉k (5.53)
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5.3.1 Fault behaviour without Series Compensated Transmission
Line
5.3.1.1 Symmetrical Fault behaviour
For the test system comprised of an aggregate model of 150 DFIGs, the fault behaviour
for a symmetrical three phase fault of 200 ms applied at 7.0 s at the point of interconnection
with the grid obtained from the detailed EMT model is shown in Figure 5.7. For this scenario
the series compensation was not applied in the transmission line.



























Figure 5.7: Fault current for Type 3 wind farm symmetrical fault application - EMT model
The above fault current for the symmetrical fault scenario mainly consists of the 60
Hz fundamental frequency component as demonstrated in the previous chapters. The test
system was modeled with the proposed dynamic phasor model discussed in Section 5.3.
The appropriate dynamic phasors must be chosen for accurate modelling. The variation of
the positive sequence dynamic phasor is shown in Figure 5.8 below. The positive sequence
component of the current is the most dominant frequency component for the symmetrical
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fault condition.
























































Figure 5.8: Relative magnitude of positive and negative sequence dynamic phasors for a
symmetrical fault
The appropriate choice of the required dynamic phasors (Fourier coefficients) to accu-
rately represent the symmetrical short circuit behaviour would be the 60 Hz fundamental
frequency coefficients (positive sequence dynamic phasor). Negative sequence dynamic pha-
sors are not included as this is a symmetrical fault. The selection of appropriate dynamic
































Figure 5.9: Comparison of EMT and dynamic phasor modelling for symmetrical fault
The fault current output (phase A stator current) for the symmetrical three phase fault
is shown in Figure 5.9, which compares the EMT and dynamic phasor model results. The
fault current waveforms show that the positive sequence dynamic phasor is capable of accu-
rately representing the symmetrical fault behaviour of the Type 3 wind generator. However,
the upcoming sections show that just using the positive sequence (fundamental frequency)
dynamic phasor is not sufficient to obtain accurate short circuit behaviour.
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1.1 Dynamic Phasor Model
EMT Model
Figure 5.10: Rotor speed for symmetrical fault
Figure 5.10 shows response of rotor speed to symmetrical fault. The responses of detailed
EMT model and dynamic phasor model is very close. From figure 5.10 it is clear that there
is a speed drop immediately after the fault occurs, caused by transient torques developed by
the interaction of currents and fluxes.
5.3.1.2 Unsymmetrical Fault behaviour
For the same test system under study, a 200 ms unsymmetrical phase A to ground fault
was applied and the response of the wind farm in terms of the phase A fault current is shown
in Figure 5.11 below.
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Figure 5.11: Fault current for Type 3 wind farm unsymmetrical fault application - EMT
model
The unsymmetrical fault current contains both positive and negative sequence compo-
nents. Hence, both the positive and negative sequence dynamic phasors were chosen in order
to accurately model the unsymmetrical fault behaviour. Figure 5.12 below shows the relative
magnitudes of the positive and negative sequence dynamic phasors.
The accuracy of the dynamic phasor model was assessed by comparison with the EMT
model results. In order to represent the unsymmetrical fault behaviour, the appropriate
choice of Fourier coefficients would be the positive sequence coefficient and the negative
sequence coefficient. Now, considering both of these components, the phase A stator fault
current obtained from the dynamic phasor model is compared with the EMT simulation
results as shown in Figure 5.13. The rotor speed response to an unsymmetrical fault is
shown in figure 5.14. A high degree of accuracy was achieved with the dynamic phasor
representation for unsymmetrical fault behaviour of the Type 3 wind farm.
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Figure 5.12: Relative magnitude of positive and negative sequence dynamic phasors for an
unsymmetrical fault
Dynamic Phasor Model





























Figure 5.13: Comparison of EMT and dynamic phasor modelling for Type 3 wind farm
unsymmetrical fault application
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Figure 5.14: Rotor speed for unsymmetrical fault
5.3.2 Fault behaviour with a Series Compensated Transmission
Line
Chapter 4 discussed the scenario of a Type 3 wind farm connected to a series compensated
transmission line. The interaction between the series compensated line and the Type 3 wind
generator with the converters led to SSCI and the presence of sub-synchronous frequencies
in the fault current waveform. In order to test the accuracy of the proposed dynamic phasor
model to represent such a fault behaviour, the correct choice of the appropriate dynamic
phasors (Fourier coefficients) is critical.
5.3.2.1 Symmetrical Fault behaviour
The fault current behaviour of the Type 3 wind farm with the series compensated line for
a 200 ms 3 phase fault is shown below in Figure 5.15. In Section 4.3, FFT analysis and
prony analysis of the fault current waveform were used to show that, apart from the funda-
mental frequency component, a sub-synchronous frequency component with an approximate
frequency of 36.2 Hz for 50 % compensation and 41.977 Hz for 70 % compensation were also
present. This value was verified by the frequency scanning technique in Section 4.4.
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Figure 5.15: Type 3 wind farm phase A fault current for symmetrical fault with 50% com-
pensation - EMT model
For accurate representation of this type of a fault, as shown in Table 5.1, the positive
sequence and sub-synchronous component dynamic phasors are to be chosen. The negative
sequence dynamic phasor is not included as this is a symmetrical fault. Figure 5.16 shows
the relative magnitude of the positive sequence component dynamic phasors for a 200 ms
three phase fault for a Type 3 wind farm with a 50% series compensated transmission line.
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Sub-synchronous component dynamic phasor
Figure 5.16: Relative magnitude of positive and sub-synchronous component dynamic pha-
sors for a symmetrical fault in a 50% compensated Type 3 wind farm





























Figure 5.17: Comparison of EMT and dynamic phasor modelling for 50% compensated Type
3 wind farm symmetrical fault application
Figure 5.17 shows the comparison of the phase A fault current obtained from the EMT
and the dynamic phasor modelling considering both the fundamental and sub-synchronous
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frequency Fourier coefficients.









































Figure 5.18: Rotor speed for 50% compensation under symmetrical fault
Figure 5.18 compares rotor speed response of EMT model and dynamic phasor model to
symmetrical fault.
The rotor response shows that it has some low frequency (0-1 Hz) oscillations. Since 6 Hz
is used as base frequency while developing dynamic phasors, these low frequency oscillations
are taken care by (0-6)Hz frequency bandwidth.
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Figure 5.19: Type 3 wind farm phase A fault current for symmetrical fault with 70 % series
compensation - EMT model




























































Figure 5.20: Relative magnitude of positive and sub-synchronous component dynamic pha-
































Figure 5.21: Comparison of EMT and dynamic phasor modelling for 70 % compensated
Type 3 wind farm symmetrical fault application










































Figure 5.22: Rotor speed for 70% compensation under symmetrical fault
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Figure 5.19, 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22 show result for 70 % compensation. The accuracy of the
dynamic phasor model is high, even for scenarios with sub-synchronous oscillations.
5.3.2.2 Unsymmetrical Fault behaviour
The dynamic phasor model is also tested for accuracy for representing the unsymmetrical
fault behaviour of a series compensated Type 3 wind farm. The phase A fault current
obtained from the detailed EMT model for 50% compensation is shown in Figure 5.23 below.




























Figure 5.23: Type 3 wind farm phase A fault current for unsymmetrical fault with 50 %
series compensation - EMT model
The dynamic phasor model for the Type 3 wind farm is developed by choosing the
appropriate Fourier coefficients, which are the positive sequence, negative sequence and sub-
synchronous component dynamic phasors as explained in Table 5.1. Figure 5.24 below shows
the relative magnitudes of the dynamic phasors. Using this selection of dynamic phasors,
the model was developed. Figure 5.25 shows dynamic phasor response which is in line with
EMT model response.
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Figure 5.24: Relative magnitude of positive sequence, negative sequence and sub-synchronous
component dynamic phasors for an unsymmetrical fault in a 50% compensated Type 3 wind
farm






























Figure 5.25: Comparison of EMT and dynamic phasor modelling for 50 % compensated










































Figure 5.26: Rotor speed for 50% compensation under unsymmetrical fault




























Figure 5.27: Type 3 wind farm phase A fault current for unsymmetrical fault with 70 %
series compensation - EMT model
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Sub-synchronous component dynamic phasor
Figure 5.28: Relative magnitude of positive sequence, negative sequence and sub-synchronous
component dynamic phasors for an unsymmetrical fault in a 70 % compensated Type 3 wind
farm































Figure 5.29: Comparison of EMT and dynamic phasor modelling for 70 % compensated
Type 3 wind farm unsymmetrical fault application
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Figure 5.30: Rotor speed for 70% compensation under unsymmetrical fault
Figures 5.27, 5.28, 5.29 and 5.30 shows results for 70 % compensation scenario. It shows
the high level of accuracy achieved with the developed model as compared to EMT simulation
results.
5.4 Average Value Model
This section describes the average-value modelling of the voltage source converters used
in DFIG wind power plant. The detailed model simulation of power electronic switches
is time consuming due to change of the system topology in every switching instant. The
approach that is used to overcome this issue is to obtain a time invariant circuit topology
by averaging the power electronic switchings, which is called as average value modelling
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technique in the literature. The average value model represents the switches by equivalent
current and voltage sources. In average value models, some details of the power electronic
converter such as higher harmonic contents are eliminated. However, these details are not
significantly useful in many cases, and can therefore be ignored.
5.4.1 Average Value modelling of DFIG
As mentioned in Chapter 3, SPWM technique is used to generate firing pulses for the back-
to-back converter used in DFIG. In the SPWM technique, a switching pulse is generated
from comparison of a high frequency triangular waveform with a sinusoidal reference signal.
The SPWM scheme and the dynamic average-value outputs are illustrated in figure 5.31.
The frequency of the sinusoidal reference signal should be relatively small compared to the
triangular waveform frequency. Within a short time period, the sinusoidal waveform can be






Average value of 
Output 
waveform
Figure 5.31: PWM scheme and Average value output
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where x̄(t) is the averaged voltage (or current) waveform of the conveter as discussed in [112].





where v̄a(t) and m̄abc(t) are the averaged values phase a output voltage and modulation index
respectively.









The modulation indices of the three phases are determined in a way the output phase
voltages generate symmetrical three phase voltage. The relationship between the modulation
indices of phases a, b, and c is as follows:
m̄a(t) = m.cos(θ) (5.58)






























Figure 5.32: Average value model for back to back converters
If the converter is lossless, the DC side power and AC side power are equal [112]. Then,
DC side current can be calculated as,
Pdc(t) = Pac(t) (5.63)
Vdc(t)Idc(t) = va(t)ia(t) + vb(t)ib(t) + vc(t)ic(t) (5.64)
Idc(t) =
va(t)ia(t) + vb(t)ib(t) + vc(t)ic(t)
Vdc(t)
(5.65)









Figures 5.33 and 5.34 show a comparison of the transient response of the DFIG wind
generator stator current with the Average value model (AVM), the detailed EMT Model
and the proposed Dynamic Phasor model to a 6 cycle symmetrical and unsymmetrical fault
at the DFIG terminal. Figures 5.33 and 5.34 show that the responses of the AVM and
the proposed dynamic phasor model are very close with the EMT model in steady state
condition.































Figure 5.33: Phase A stator current for symmetrical fault
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Figure 5.34: Phase A stator current for unsymmetrical fault
The response of EMT model and the dynamic phasor model are still similar during fault
period but there is a mismatch between response of AVM and the EMT model for fault
period. The deviations in the transient response of the AVM from the EMT model are
due to the simplifications that are used in the AVM which does not represent the IGBT
switches and the high switching frequency dynamics of the VSC. Figure 5.35 shows the rotor
speed response for a symmetrical fault condition. The AVM rotor speed plot response is not
accurate compared with the dynamic phasor model and EMT rotor speed plots.
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Figure 5.35: Rotor speed for symmetrical fault
5.5 Summary
This chapter discussed the dynamic phasor modelling of power system variables as time-
varying Fourier coefficients. Using this modelling approach allows selective inclusion of only
the appropriate dynamic phasors based on the fault behaviour to be represented, making it
computationally efficient. The dynamic phasor modelling was further researched in detail
and the differences from other alternative terminology “shift-frequency” approaches used in
the literature were also discussed. In the shift frequency approach, the frequency spectrum
of all signals is shifted by frequency ωs so that the system frequency spectrum lies around 0
Hz. Therefore, the simulation speed is significantly faster than EMT simulations, that utilize
small time step differential equations. When other harmonics are taken into consideration
in a shift frequency modelling, the simulation speed would be not as different from detailed
EMT simulations.
With the proposed dynamic phasor modelling approach, however,all frequency compo-
nents are shifted to 0 Hz. Therefore, larger simulation timesteps can be used and the sim-
ulation speed will be faster while still maintaining high accuracy (as EMT). The dynamic
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phasor model of the DFIG wind farm was tested for two different compensation levels: 50
and 70%. The results for rotor speed showed that low frequency (0-1 Hz) components were
also present. Because 6 Hz was used as base frequency while developing the dynamic pha-
sors, these low frequency oscillations were taken care of by the 0-6 Hz frequency bandwidth
in the dynamic phasor model.
An average value model of the DFIG wind generator was also developed and the results
compared with the proposed dynamic phasor model. This work showed that the dynamic




Summary, Conclusions, Contributions and
Future Work
6.1 Summary
Chapter 1 discussed the background with the present scenario of wind power integra-
tion and its foreseeable growth for future energy needs. Wind generators have evolved from
conventional Type 1 squirrel cage induction generators and Type 2 wound rotor induction
generators to complex power electronic converter based Type 3 doubly fed induction gener-
ator based and Type 4 full converter based wind generators. Type 3 is currently the most
commonly used type, comprising approximately 66% of all wind generators.
Chapter 2 discussed the various types of wind turbine generators and the different mod-
elling techniques used to represent their short circuit behaviour. Type 1 and Type 2 wind
generators can be accurately represented using a voltage behind transient reactance model. A
fundamental frequency based model can accurately model their symmetrical fault behaviour.
However, such simplified modelling techniques are not accurate enough to represent the fault
behaviour of Type 3 wind generators due to their inherent assumptions. Even though the
voltage dependent current source model is accurate, it is a black box approach and not a
standalone model as it depends on other modelling techniques for the fault current values.
The WECC Type 3 generic WTG model is also presented. This model uses only a two mass
model, which is inadequate for capturing the electromechanical oscillatory behaviour.
The detailed modelling of wind farm components was carried out in Chapter 3. The equa-
tions representing multimass, induction machine, rotor side converter, grid side converter,
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and electrical networks were presented. It also covered control schemes for RSC and GSC.
The effect of flux decrement was also investigated in this chapter. Various LVRT topologies
were discussed and compared.
modelling of DFIG wind farms connected to series compensated transmission lines for
small signal analysis was discussed in detail in Chapter 4. The proposed detailed analysis
clearly identifid the participating state variables of the sub-synchronous oscillation mode.
The root cause of SSCI was also identified.
Chapter 5 discussed the shift frequency approach, the proposed dynamic phasor approach
and the average value modelling approach. In the shift frequency approach, the real signal
was shifted by ωs. This approach was found to be efficient if only the base system frequency
(60 Hz) is considered. When subharmonics or higher harmonics were included, however,
this approach was not as efficient. The proposed dynamic phasor modelling technique was
found to accurately represent sub-harmonic SSCI effects in a DFIG wind farm, and at the
same time, not be as cumbersome to build as a detailed EMT model. The main idea behind
the dynamic phasors approach was to represent the system quantities by their time varying
Fourier coefficients. This model could selectively model only those frequency components
required for the fault behaviour under study, making it efficient. The model was shown to be
capable of accurately representing both symmetrical and unsymmetrical fault behaviour as
well as sub-synchronous interactions with a high degree of accuracy by comparing its results
against benchmark detailed EMT models for two different compensation levels: 50 and 70%.
In the AVM, the power electronics switches were replaced by equivalent voltage and current
sources. The transient response of the AVM was compared with that of the detailed EMT
model. It was clear from the studies that the AVM is not accurate for short circuit studies.
6.2 Conclusions
The new research included real-time simulation modelling, including multi-mass behaviour,
flux decrement effects on the faulted current, and low voltage ride through behaviours using
SDBR in rotor and stator circuits. The root cause of sub-synchronous frequencies in Type
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3 wind generators was analyzed using small signal analysis and sub-synchronous oscillations
were shown to be due to control interactions between the rotor side controller of the induction
generator and the series capacitor in the transmission line. Dynamic phasor modelling was
further researched in detail in the thesis and the differences from other alternative “shift-
frequency” approaches in popular use in the literature were also discussed. An average
value model of the Type 3 wind generator was developed and the results compared with the
dynamic phasor model; this showed that the dynamic phasor model is fast and accurate even
during complex control interactions, such as LVRT periods.
6.3 Contributions of the Thesis
This thesis advanced the Type 3 generic type modelling of DFIG wind generators previ-
ously carried out at the Real-Time Simulations Laboratory at the University of Saskatchewan
in 2013. The following are the main contributions of this thesis :
 Detailed modelling of a Type 3 wind generator in RTDS/RSCAD (including use of
multi-mass model and consideration of flux decrement effects on fault current behvaior):
A Type 3 wind power generation system, which is widely used in the industry, was
modeled in RTDS/RSCAD. The multimass turbine equations, induction machine equa-
tions, and converter equations were developed in a d-q reference frame. A decoupled
method was used for the rotor and grid side converters to independently control the
real and reactive power . Flux decrement effects in the rotor were also included in the
model developed. The rotor d-q current controlled the stator side active and reactive
power while the grid side converter d-q current controlled the rotor side complex power.
 Comparison of different topologies for LVRT: This research work investigated different
topologies for LVRT: conventional crowbar, DC-link voltage protection scheme, SDBR
in rotor circuit, and SDBR in stator circuit. The research work showed that use of
SDBR on the stator side along with a DC link voltage protection scheme provided
better control and operation of the wind farm.
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 A comprehensive analysis of sub-synchronous interactions in a Type 3 wind farm: This
thesis discussed and theoretically analyzed the sub-synchronous control interactions in
a Type 3 wind farm. The root cause of the sub- synchronous interaction in a power
systems with Type 3 wind power plants and series compensated transmission lines
was analyzed using small-signal analysis. The findings were in agreement with those
reported by University of Manitoba researchers. It was shown that the sub-synchronous
interactions in wind farm systems were caused by interactions between the wind power
plant generator electrical system and the series capacitor.
 Developing a Type 3 wind farm model taking into account both fundamental and non-
fundamental frequency behaviour: Detailed EMT models are capable of accurately rep-
resenting a Type 3 wind farm’s short circuit behaviour but are cumbersome and compu-
tationally demanding. In this thesis, a dynamic phasor modelling technique, based on
a generalized averaging method and which has the ability to represent both fundamen-
tal and non-fundamental frequency behaviour, was proposed and implemented. This
modelling approach allows the user to selectively add frequency components other than
the fundamental frequency representation, namely the sub-synchronous frequency com-
ponents. The sub-synchronous interaction scenario was modeled by considering two
different series compensation levels in the transmission line connected to the Type 3
wind farm test system. This method was tested for symmetrical fault, unsymmetrical
fault, and sub-synchronous interaction scenarios of Type 3 wind farms. The dynamic
phasor modelling was further researched in detail in this thesis and the differences
from other alternative “shift-frequency” approaches in popular use in the literature
were discussed. An average value model of the Type 3 wind farm was developed and
the results compared with the dynamic phasor model; this showed that the dynamic




 The dynamic phasor model was developed in a real time simulation environment. A
separate MATLAB code for the dynamic phasor model can be developed for DFIG wind
farms. Such an analysis will firmly quantify the computational benefits of simulating
with a dynamic phasor model.
 The proposed dynamic phasor model needs validation with real fault data records
obtained from utilities. This will provide a realistic validation of the proposed dynamic
phasor modelling approach in addition to the EMT modelling approach carried out in
this thesis.
 In this research, an aggregate model of the wind farm was used for fault studies.
Only faults occurring outside the wind farms were considered; scenarios of faults inside
the wind farm, i.e., faults occurring on the feeders connecting the individual wind
generators to the substation, were not studied. The impedance of individual cables
connecting the wind generator to the substation were also not considered. The short
circuit behaviour of individual generators for faults occurring inside the wind farm and
considering internal cable impedance must be studied.
 A Type 3 wind power plant was the main focus of this thesis. However, there is
a possibility that other types of wind generators could be introduced to wind farms
when new generation is added. The new technologies being introduced are Type 4
wind power plants, in which the wind turbine and the generator are decoupled from
the external AC system by the converter in front of the unit so turbine generator
interaction with the rest of the power system is unlikely. However, there could be
converter controller interactions happening within the wind farm. This could be an
interesting topic for future research.
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A.1 Type 1 Wind Generator Test System Parameters
Table A.1: Type 1 wind generator test system data
Generator data 1.717MVA, 1.545MW , 0.575 kV , 60Hz, Poles = 6,
H = 4.55 s, Rstator = 0.00727 p.u, Rrotor = 0.00514 p.u,
Lm = 2.9922p.u, Lstator = 0.1766p.u, Lrotor = 0.1610p.u
Transmission line data RLine = 0.002 Ω, Lline = 2.36e− 5H
Transformer data 2MVA, 60Hz, Y −∆, 0.575/34.5 kV , Xt = 0.05 pu
A.2 Type 2 Wind Generator Test System Parameters
Table A.2: Type 2 wind generator test system data
Generator data 2.283MVA, 0.6kV , 60Hz, H = 4.7s, Rstator = 0.017p.u,
Rrotor = 0.0215p.u, Lm = 16.497p.u, Lstator = 0.340p.u,
Lrotor = 0.3577 p.u
Transmission line data RLine = 0.002 Ω, Lline = 2.36e− 5H
Transformer data 2.5MVA, 60Hz, Y −∆, 0.6/34.5 kV , Xt = 0.05 pu
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A.3 Type 3 Wind Generator Test System Parameters
Table A.3: Type 3 wind generator test system data
Generator data 3.4MVA, 0.69 kV , 60Hz, Rstator = 0.0054 p.u, Rrotor =
0.00607p.u, Lm = 4.362p.u, Lstator = 0.102p.u, Lrotor =
0.11 p.u
Back to Back converter RIGBT−ON = 0.0001 Ω, RIGBT−OFF = 5000 Ω.
Rotor side controller Kp,Qs = 1.0, Ki,Qs = 1.0 s, Kp,ωr = 1.0, Ki,ωr = 1.0 s,
Kp,Idr = 1.0, Ki,Idr = 2.0 s, Kp,Iqr = 1.0, Ki,Iqr = 2.0 s
Grid side controller Kp,Vdc = 1.0, Ki,Vdc = 0.02 s, Kp,Iqg = 0.1, Ki,Iqg = 0.1 s,
Kp,Idg = 1.0, Ki,Idg = 0.02 s
Transmission line data 240 kms, RLine = 0.3107e− 7 p.u/m, XLine = 0.3479e−
6 p.u/m, BLine = 5.1885e− 6 p.u/m
Unit Transformer 3.4MVA, 60Hz, Y − Y − Y , 33/0.69/0.69 kV , X1−2 =
0.0888 p.u, X1−3 = 0.1663 p.u, X2−3 = 0.0875 p.u
Interface Transformer 3.4MVA, 60Hz, ∆− Y , 33/345 kV , X = 0.06 p.u
Main Transformer 500MVA, 60Hz, ∆− Y , 33/345 kV , X = 0.06 p.u
A.4 Mechanical Drive Train parameters
Table A.4: Mechanical Drive Train parameters
Parameter Value
Blade inertia (Hb) 4.0 sec
Hub inertia (Hh) 0.30 sec
Generator inertia (Hg) 0.42 sec
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Appendix B







Figure B.1: αβ to dq transformation
























Figure B.2: Two reference frames in dq domain
Projection of a vector expressed in one reference frame d1q1 into other reference frame


















Interconnections of Sub-systems for Small
Signal Analysis
After linearizing the dynamic equations of all sub-systems, the complete system state












ΔI ds ,ΔI qs 
ΔV ds ,ΔV qs 
Figure C.1: Sub-systems Interconnections
Interconnection of Multi-mass Drive Train and Generator
The linearized equation for drive train is










It can be rewritten as,











Now, Equation C.2 can be rearranged as,
˙∆xwt = Awt∆xwt +Bwt2Cgt∆xg +Bwt1∆Vwind (C.3)
The induction machine model in linear state space form is








∆ωr ∆Vds ∆Vqs ∆Vdr ∆Vqr
]T
Equation C.4 can be rewritten as
˙∆xg = Ag∆xg +Bg1∆ωr +Bg2∆ug2
or,




0 0 1 0 0
]
∆xwt + Ag∆xg +Bg2∆ug2
or,
˙∆xg = Bg1Ctg∆xwt + Ag∆xg +Bg2∆ug2 (C.5)














In the same fashion, each sub-systems are interconnected to form complete state space model
of the wind power plant as :













H. Dommels algorithm is a digital computer solution for transient phenomena [92].
The digital computer cannot give a continuous signal for transient phenomena; instead it
sends out signal solution at discrete point at an interval ∆t. To eliminate or reduce the limit,
H. Dommel uses trapezoidal rule to obtain an equivalent for inductance and capacitance.
In Dommels algorithm inductor and capacitor are represented by a parallel combination of
a resistance and a current source depending on previous state. The interval between two
states is ∆t, the integration time step.
The solution for transients is a step-by-step process with a time interval t .That means
the time is divided into t= ∆t 2 ∆t 3∆t... . When solving the state v(t), the state v(t-∆t)



















Figure D.2: Trapezoidal rule of Integration
Applying trapezoidal rule of integration (Figure D.2)∫ b
a




(Sum of parallel sided)(height)



















v(t) + Ih(t−∆t) (D.5)
where









Figure D.3: Equivalent circuit for inductor
Here Ih is considered as an equivalent History Term Current since it can be determined by



















v(t) + Ih(t−∆t) (D.8)
where











Figure D.5: Equivalent circuit for capacitance
Implementation
1 2 3
Figure D.6: Equivalent circuit for all power systems
All power systems consist of current source, voltage source, transmission lines, and load,
and all these components can be substituted by the equivalent circuit only using a parallel
combination of R and Ih which were discussed above.
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 is the conductance matrix.
Solution steps:
1. Calculate I1h, I2h, I3h first using the data of pre-state or initial state.
2. Calculate V1, V2, V3 using the nodal equation and the I1h, I2h, I3h acquired in (1).
3. Consider I and V computed in (1) and (2) as the history state quantities for next state
and calculate equivalent History Term Current Ih prepare for next state.
4. Repeat from (1) until the end of t.
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